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UB Law Does itAround the VVorld 
by Michael Radjavitch, Photography 
Editnr 
International law was thetopicofchoice 
at O'Brian Hall this past weekend. The 
International Law Society (ILS) atthe Univer­
sity o fBuffalo hosted an Internationalization 
ofthe Law Conference on Thursday and Fri­
day,February28 and29, 1992. OverlOOpeople 
registered for the Conference, with students 
from Pace University, Case Western, Ithaca 
College, New York University, Allegheny 
College and Medaille College attending. A 
numberofprivateattorneys were also in the 
audience, as well as representatives from 
several area law firms and businesses. 
The seed ofthe idea for this Conference 
was planted by 3L Kimberley Danzi over a 
year ago, during her term as ILS President. 
Since then the ILS has been continuously 
organizing the Conference and handling the 
myriad of details and logistics that hosting 
such aneventrequires. Thiswork finally came 
to its climactic conclusion over the past week­
end. The long hours put in by Joi Cary (ILS 
President), John Oleniacz (ILS Vice-Presi­
dent) and all of the Conference Committee 
members paid off. 
The Internationalization of the Law 
Conference, organizedalmostexclusively by 
students at this law school, featured the 
DealingWith DomesticViolence 
HonourableMr. EdwardBroadbentasthekey­
note speaker and 11 panels on various aspects 
ofinternational law. 
Mr. Broadbent, Presidentofthe Interna­
tional Centre for Human Rights and Demo­
cratic Development in Montreal, gave a stir­
ring address on Human Rights and the North 
American Free Trade Agreement. He called 
fortheuniversalrecognitionofeconomicand 
social rights in addition to civil and political 
rights, noting that the United States was the 
championofallhumanrights only four decades 
ago, but also that such a level ofdedication has 
not been maintained. Mr. Broadbent also 
stressed that distribution ofinternational aid 
and the recognition and observanceofhuman 
rights should and must go hand in hand. His 
address prompted a number ofdifficult ques­
tions and challenging commentary from those 
in attendance, setting the general tone for all 
the panels to follow. 
TheConferenceincluded panels on: The 
North American Free Trade Agreement, 
Women's Rights, Intellectual Pr9perty, Envi­
ronmental Law, the Far East, Central Europe 
and the Fonner Soviet Union, Criminal Law, 
Latin American Investment Opportunities, 
Immigration, Careers in International Law and 
a Roundtable Discussion on expanding inter­
national law schoolcurricula. All ofthe panels 
Marcus Discusses Intellectual Freedom 
by Darryl McPherson, Features Editor 
Within Baldy I 08 on Thursday February 
27, studentsfrom the Schooloflnformationand 
Library Studies gathered to hear a colloquium 
given by their invited guest, Professor Isabel 
Marcus from the law school. The scheduled 
topic and title of the presentation was "The 
Responsibility of Intellectual Freedom and 
FreedomofSpeech." Asaprologue,Professor 
Marcus mentioned her presence in Beijing, 
UB Prof essorof Law Isabel Marcus 
File Photo 
China during theuprising in TiananmenSquare, 
making the point that the students there fought 
and died for intellectual freedom. The discus­
sion consisted oftwo parts, dealing with sexual 
harassment and hate speech codes. 
The segment on sexual harassment be­
gan with a briefhistory offit le VII ofthe Civil 
Rights Act, which governs discrimination in 
the workplace. Professor Marcus found two 
types ofcases being brought by women under 
the law. The first she termed "quid pro quo" 
because instances ofit called for sexual favors 
in order to either be hired, retained, or pro­
moted. Courts generally resisted recognizing 
sexual harassment as a legitimate cause of 
action. Opponents promoted an "ugly duck­
ling'' theory, which proposed that if sexual 
harassment were recognized as a cause of 
action under Title VII and itdealt with women 
who faced some kind of penalty, the courts 
would be flooded with cases from ugly women 
who supposedly suffered in the workplace due 
to their unattractiveness. 
The second typeof lawsuitwasbasedon 
viewing the workplace as a hostile environ­
ment. Litigation ofthis sort found its origins 
in labor law through the National Labor Rela­
tions Act, when black union members were 
targets ofracism by fellow employees. They 
filed grievances with the union since they felt 
the employer was not meeting its duty to 
provideasafeworking environment With the 
union under a contractual duty to protect its 
workers, they provided an invaluable pathway 
to the courts. Decisions in those cases estab­
lished that discriminatory conditions in the 
workplace could be litigated. Title VIl created 
a duty for the employer to provide a safe 
environmentforwomen. 
Through a theory ofreductionism and 
invalidation, Professor Marcus further ex­
plained the harm brought with sexual harass­
ment. Upon penetrating the male dominated 
workforce, women were subjected to sexist 
comments and behavior. A woman 'scompe­
tence was not relevant- her mere presence 
bothered the men. Once her work quality was 
not the issue, the ability to advance and earn 
higher pay was removed, and that was the 
reason women entered the male job stream in 
the first place. 
The FirstAmendmentbecan1ean issue 
when the workplace tried to addrl!Ss theprob­
lemand regulated speech. Prof. Marcus drew 
in Katherine MacKinnon's effort to define 
pornography as a civil wrong, making it a civil 
rights concern. The obscenity standard estab­
lished by the Supreme Court was male cen­
tered, and did not address the notion that por­
nography subordinatedwomen. Manybelieved 
thatpomogmphyreinforced women's imageas 
... Marcus continued 011 p(lge 8 
wereinformativeandpromptedagreatdealof 
intelligent discourse between and among the 
panelists and attendees. The studentmodera­
tors performed their roles exceptionally well. 
They kept the questions and discussions flow­
ing freely and easily even adrnistchallenging 
questions and debate. Many ofthe panelists 
were themselves impressed with the panels 
and the exchanges they were able to engage in 
with the audience. 
A very busy week for all involved in the 
Conference came to a close with a dinner and 
receptionheldattheCenterforTomorrowon 
, Saturdayevening. ~iscussionofpaneltopics 
continued over dinner, and personal exchanges 
ofthoughts and ideas continued througho'ut the 
reception and will probably continue beyond. 
The Conference put the University at 
Buffalo School ofLaw on the map and on the 
lipsofmany legal academics and profession­
als throughoutN orth America. It also served 
to lay the foundation for future activities, such 
as strengthening our international programs 
and working on.joint international projects 
with Case-Western Reserve Law School. 
Additionally, all of the panels were 
video-taped andtheILSwillberunningavideo 
series featuring the panel videos after spring 
break; watch theILS bulletin board for details. 
The video-tapes will be available for any 
student groups wishing to use them. 
In closing, it must be noted that all left 
· over food was donated to VIVE, an organiza­
tion for humanitarianaid to refugees. Also, ILS 
T-shirts are still available in all sizes and 




services organization might have been to keep 
a dysfunctional family united, whatever the 
cost. That perspective has become more bu-
maneovertime,accordingtoColletteMcCann-
Schoellkopf The overriding concern intoday's 
domestic violence situations is that the home 
betransfonnedintoasafeenvironment. 
Ms. Schoellkop fis the Coordinator for 
the Niagara County Family Violence Project, 
a cooperative effort initiated by five commu-
nityserviceorganizationslocatedthroughout 
Niagara County. Schoellkopf spoke about the 
efforts ofthe Project with concerned law stu-
dentsduringabrownbaglunchonFebruary26. 
HervisitwassponsoredbytheDomesticVio-
Jenee Task Force. Her job as coordinator 
involves facilitating theexchangeofinforma­
tion and avoiding overlap between the various 
abuse services involved it;l the Project, which 
include the Martha H. Beeman Child Guidance· 
Clinic, theEverywoman Opportunity Center, 
Passage Children's Program, Passage Elder 
Abuse/Caregivers Services, The HealthAsso­
ciationotNiagaraCounty,andLockportYWCA. 
She also makes this information available to 
the governmental departments involved in 
working with abuse victims and perpetrators, 
and encourages these offices to provide the 
resources offered by the Project. 
In working with judges, sheriffs,-local 
police. departments and probation officers, 
Schoellkopf insists that "you must be gentle 
about educating them,'' or you may alienate 
those who are in the best position to help in 
domestic violence situations. Problems of 
poor understanding arise on the part o flocal 
police departments around Niagara County, 
and especially in Lockport, where fiscal con­
straints and understaffing have stressed the 
capacitiesofthelaw enforcement office. Those 
involved with the Family Violence Project 
have a tough tin1e convincing the police that 
the abused individual can ''just leave'·, espe-
cially in instances ofspousal abuse. 
Schoellkopfhasbeen particularly active 
intryingtoconvinceNiagaraCountypoliceto 
adopt a "pro-arrest'' policy, which mandates 
a certain course of action for officers who 
respond to domestic violence situations. Ifit 
becomes apparent to theofficerthatone family 
_ memberisbeingabusedbytheother,thepolice 
will be required to arrest the abusive indi­
vidual, whetherornotanother family member 
wants to press charges. In this way, the 
responsibility is placed on the State, rather 
than the abused person, to confront the abuser. 
While the abuser is detained by the police 
generallyforoneortwodays,trainedcounsellors 
locate the abused family member and offer 
help. This approach "takes the onus off the 
The overriding concern in 
today's domestic violence 
situations is that the home be 
transformed into a safe 
environment. 
victim and also protects the victim,·' said 
Schoellkopf. Pro-arrest policy bills are 
currently before the New York State Assembly. 
While the enforcement situation in 
Niagara County is far from perfect, Schoellkopf 
isencouraged by recent developments, such as 
the creation of the Niagara County Family 
Violence Coalition, which includes 
representatives from enforcementand advocate 
agencies, and the election ofa new proactive 
Niagara County District Attorney. She stated 
that, in a county which saw I 12 reported cast's 
ofchild sexual abuse in one month, localities 
are finally realizing the enormity and 
seriousness of the problem. Also, they are 
beginning to understand the potential liabili­
ties which may arise from in:ldequatc en force­
mento f the laws against abusers, exempli lied 
by the fact that Cheektowaga is now in the 
throws ofits second such lawsuit 
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Morris Dees StandsTall For Civil Rights 
by Sau/tan H. Baptiste, News Editor and 
W. F. Trezevant, Staff Writer 
"We cannot be satisfied as citizens 
until as the prophet Amos said 'Justice flows 
like the waters, and righteousn~ like amighty 
stream.''' With thesewords,MorrisDeescon­
cluded his remarks to a standing ovation from 
the packed Slee Hall auditorium on February 
20, 1992. Dees, who was invited by UB's 
Minority Faculty and StaffandtheOfficeofthe 
President, gave the Keynote addres.s as partof 
the 16th Annual Martin Luther King Jr.Com­
memoration Ceremony here at UB. 
Born in 1936,Deeswasthesonofa 
farmer and cotton gin operator in Shorter, 
Alabama_He attended the University ofAla­
bamaas an undergraduate, and the UDiversity 
ofAlabama School ofLaw receiving his J.D. 
in 1960. 
During the civil rights movement, 
Dees became active by aiding people ofcolor 
in court. In 1967, he filed suit to stop the 
construction ofa White university in an Ala­
bama city that already had a predominantly 
Black state college. In 1968, he filed suit to 
integratean all-WhiteMontgomery YMCA 
Along with Joseph J. Levin, Jr. and 
Julian Bond, Dees founded the Southern Pov­
erty Law Center in 1971- TheCenter,whichis 
supported by contributions from over200,000 
citizensacros.s the nation, has engaged incivil 
rights lawsuits ranging from the defense of 
Joan Little, in North Carolina, to the integra­
tion ofAlabama State Troopers. In 1980, the 
Center founded Klanwatch in response to a 
resurgence in organized racist activity. The 
project monitors hate groups and develops 
legal strategies for -protecting citizens from 
violence-pronegroups. 
A made-for-television movie about 
Dees aired on NBC lastyear. "LineofFire" 
described his succ~ful fight againsttheUnited 
Klans ofAmerica on behalfofthe mother of 
Michael Donald, a young African-American 
man who was lynched by the Klan in Mobile, 
Alabama. Thejury awardedMichaemonald's 
mother seven million dollars, thus bankrupting 
that Klan chapter. · 
Dees also developed the idea for the 
Civil Rights Memorial which bears the names 
of forty men, women, and children who lost 
their lives during the civil rights struggle. 
Designed by Maya Lin, the designer of the 
Vietnam Memorial, the memorial stands in 
front ofthe Southern Poverty Law Centerhead­
quarters. Dees has also recently published a 
book entitled''A Season for Justice.'' 
After an introduction by Mr. Dan 
Acker of Maloney College, Dees began by 
highlighting the extensive ''lawyer-bashing'' 
which takes place in our society. Dees took 
particular issue with a statement made by 
Vice-President Dan Quayle at the Annual 
American Bar Association Convention. Mr. 
Quayle had stated that there were too many 
lawyersinoursociety,andthatthisquantityof 
lawyers inhibited progress and growth for the 
United States. Dees suggested thal., ''Maybe 
wehaveonetoomanyVice-Presidents.'' Later 
in the lecture, Dees told the story o faChinese 
womanwhowassenttotheUnitedStatestoget 
an education by her father. Dees related that 
this woman's father had explained to her that 
the United Stateswas a great country because 
it takes care ofits weakest and neediest citi­
zens. Deescontinued saying that this woman 
later told her father that it was American 
lawyers who tookcareofthesecitizens. This 
woman, whoiscurrentlyalawyer,receivedthe 
ABA 's award for Pro Bono work at the same 
convention. 
Emphasizing theimportanceotlaw­
yers in the continuing struggle forjusticein our 
society, Deescited the Civil Rights struggleas 
an example. He stated, " .. _the civil rights 
movementwas amovement by ordinary citi­
zens who were tiredofthe unfulfilled promises 
ofour Constitution and Bill ofRights. These 
were people who decided with their feet. .. It 
was [the] lawyers that took the cases to court, 
and with the judges, hammered out the new 
laws and rules which changed the systems and 
shaped the way we live. '' Dees also pointed 
out that, ''Lawyers are the ones who got the 
informationto the public, notthe government'' 
.- He finally stressed that thetwork oflawyers 
~likeRalphNader, an~umeroos product liabil­
ity attorneys, have done more for our society 
than many federal agencies. 
race related violence in America. '' In 1991, 
there were 25hatecrime murderscompared to 
no more than 18 per year at the height of the 
civil rights movement,'' he said. Dees feels 
this increase is the result ofmiddle class fears 
given the recessionary condition ofthe U.S. 
economy. He asserted that, "[t]he middle 
class feels alienated and angry. The Civil 
Rights Movement was a movement for equal 
opportunity. Now the White middleclass feels 
the Blacks want a guaranteed piece ofthe pie. 
They feel they shouldn'thaveto pay theprice.'' 
Deesalso stated thatpoliticians such as David 
Duke, George Wallace and George Bushplay 
upon these fears which leads to violent acts 
thatare committed notby hate groups, but• 'by 
ournext-doorneighbors.'' 
He also addressed the dilemma 
shared by many African-Americans. Hemen­
tioned that although they are told of equal 
opportunity inAmerica,many African-Ameri­
cans encountera' 'glass ceiling' ' which limits 
theiradvancementwithinthe corporate arena. 
He also stated that New York City, Chicago, 
and Buffalo have the worst record of loan 
approvals for minorities when compared to 
Whites ofsimilareconomic status. Dees said, 
"It's like a promise without a delivery." 
Dees feel that an answer to these 
problemscanbe found byfostering understand­
ing and forgiveness. To reach this goal, the 
Southern Poverty Law Center has launched a 
Teaching Tolerance program which distrib­
utes 150,000publications to young peopleon 
thedangersofracism. Healsocommentedon 
alessonofloveshownbythemotherofl 9-year­
oldMichael Donald, who was lynched by the 
Klan. WhenDees'sstarwitnessofthe 1988 
case, James Knowles, asked Donald'smother 
to forgive him for what he had done, she re­
sponded, ''Son, I've already forgiven you.'' 
Dees added, "we mustlearn to see each other 
as individuals...we must learn to love each 
other." 
After Dees spoke, he was presented 
with a Special Recognition Award, 'kes·a 
symbol of friendship".from Archie &nos, 
memberofboth theBuffaloCommonCouncil 
and the University District Council. 
BLSA lnitiatesAdopt-A-School Program 
by SaultanH. Baptiste, News Editor 
In an effort to reach disadvantaged Buf-
falo youth, UB's Black Law StudentsAs.socia-
tion(BLSA) hasbeenoperatingaprogramthat 
allows them to provide service to the commu-
nity. BLSA'sAdopt-A-SchoolProgramwas 
initiated in (Since October, 1991) to fulfill a 
need BLSA saw in the Buffalocommunity for 
positive minority role models and to comply 
with the mandate established by the National 
Black Law Student Association. The consti-
tution ofthe National BLSA states that each 
BLSAchaptershouldhavesuchaprogramto 
reachtheneedsofyouthinthecommunity. 
BLSA had two goals when considering 
howtoexecutetheprogram. The firstgoal was 
to provide young minority students with posi-
tive role models as an alternative to the nega-
tive portrayals that exist on television and in 
their community. Thesecond goal was much 
more difficult; to target a specific need so they 
could have a positive and direct impact on 
young people. The Bethel Headstart Program 
met this need. 
The Bethel Headstart Program is a gov-
emrnent funded program for 3 and 4 year old 
childrenwhocome from socially andeconomi­
cally disadvantaged homes. Over90%ofthese 
culturally diversified children come from 
single-parentfu.miliesand manyofthemare on 
welfare. The Headstart Program is not a 
nursery school, but itprovides a' 'jump start•· 
on the educational process by exposing chil­
dren to numbers, thealphabet, etc.,and provid­
ing them with nutritious meals. 
BLSA targeted the Headstart Program 
because they felt they could make a positive 
impactonthesechildrenatariearlyagebefore 
negative influences could be ingrained into 
theirlifeexperiences. BLSA'sAdopt-A-School 
Program is coordinated by first-year law stu­
dent, Toinette Randolph, whose mother, Mary 
E.Randolph, is ProjectDirector for the Bethel 
HeadstartProgram and very active in the Buf­
falo community. 
The first meeting with the children was 
held in October, 1991 during Halloween. The 
BLSAmembersusedthisopportunity to estab­
lish an initial relationship with the students by 
reading them stories and presenting alessonon 
The Opinion staff 
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the do's and dont's of safe treat-or-treating. 
The members also gave them candy, fruit, and 
low-sugarcookies. 
When the BLSA members returned in 
FebruaryduringB~kHistoryMonth,manyof 
the children remembered them by name. The 
BLSA members presentedalesson on' 'Great 
People in Black History." ToinetteRandolph 
mentioned that many ofthe students knew of 
MichaelJordan, Whitney Houston and (M.C.) 
Hammer, buthadneverheardofJamesBaldwin, 
MarionAnderson, orRichard Allen,the founder 
of the Bethel African Methodist Episcopal 
Church, where the Headstart Program is lo­
cated. She said, "when they learned thatthese 
people werejust as famous as the people they 
knew, it was exciting to see them open up to 
new things as they saw how the past repeats 
itself." 
Randolph stated that the students were 
very attentive and excited to learn aboutthese 
characters in Black history, but were very 
disciplined. The children asked probing ques­
tions andcreated examples to whichthey could 
relate. 
BLSA plans to continue the program 
with monthly visits by different law students. 
Randolph feels visibility is important to their 
development. She said "Wewant to continue 
to be there for them because we don't want 
them to feel we have given up on them." 
Randolph finds the opportunity to teach 
a rewarding experience. She said, "It makes 
you feel so good that they are excited to seeyou 
and hear what you have to say, that you get 
excited to teach them and offer whatyou can. 
It gets addictive." She added, "Community 
service is the best type ofaddiction you can 
have." 
Jessup Moot CourtTeam 
Competes in Midwest 
Regional Competition 
by Joe Antonecchia 
On the weekend of February 7th, the 
Jes.sup MootCourt Team, comprised ofHank 
Nowak, PeterGrubea,Tom Cannavo and Dan 
DeRosso, made a journey to Akron, Ohio, 
where they participated in theNorthern Mid­
westRegional ofthe Jes.sup International Moot 
Court Competition. The team, competing 
against 50 students from 12 other law schools, 
was chosen from among the winners of the 
intramural Jessup Competition held this past 
October. 
This year's hypothetical legal battle 
involved questions simular to the GulfWar, 
harkening back to international legal concerns 
which dominated much ofthe political activ­
ity and public debate ofearly last year. The 
issues centered around the international law 
implications concerning oil exports, the legal­
ity ofclosing an oilpipeline, and human rights 
violations. 
The hypothetical legal issue presented 
inthe competition took place before an Inter­
national Court of Justice, where each side 
argued for 45 minutes before a panel ofinter­
national law experts. Participants had to em­
ploy international law from sources including 
the U.N. Charter, the GenevaConvention and 
the Haig Convention. 
TheU.B. teambegan withastrongshow­
ing on Friday, February 7th: PeterGrubea and 
Dan DeRosso,arguing for the applicant state of 
Atlantis, soundly defeated DetroitCollegeof 
Law. TheopeningdayalsosawTomCannavo 
and Hank Nowak, who argued fortherespon­
dentstate ofBergenia, defeatthe Universityof 
Pittsbmgh. 
Saturday, February 8th, was full of 
heated, close competition, and unfortunately 
thejudgements narrowly came down the side 
ofthe opposition -Grubeaand DeRosso lost a 
very closed match to Case Western Reserve 
University, and Syracuse University edged 
pastCannavo ahcH~owak. TheUB teanffound 
the~irn loss ag~t Case Western particu­
larly surprising given the fact that one ofCase 
Western'sordlistsconceded two major points 
in the match. Thus, the team ended with a 2-Dees also commented on the rise in ____________________________________________..;.._ _, 2 record at the regional level; even 3 wins 
wouldhaveputtheteam inthesemi-final round 
with an opportunity to go to the international 
competition. 
Although the team was disappointed, 
theirstrong showingwasreflectedattheawards 
ceremony. Outoftheawards given for the top 
"briefs" (known as "memorials" inintema­
tionalcompetition), the UB teamgarnered 3rd 
BestMemorial. Out ofthe four awards given 
to the top oralist in the region, DeRosso was 
declared 3rd BestOralistandGrubea received 
. ..Jessup contiruted on page 10 
MugelTax Competition 
SettoBegin 
by Scott Rudnick 
The 19th Annual Albert R. Mugel Moot 
Court Tax Competition is set to begin on 
Thursday, March 5. Seventeen teams from 
fourteen law schools around the country are 
slated to compete, with the top two teams 
meeting in the final round on Saturday, March 
7th,at2:30 in the Moot Court Room. 
Many attorneys from the Western New 
York and New York City areas will serve as 
judges, including the Regional Directorofthe 
IRS, based in New York, and the District 
CounseloftheIRS, based in Buffalo. Desmond 
Moot Court Board Associate Members will 
serve as clerks. The judges will score six 
roundsofcompetition overthree days to deter­
mine the best teams as well as the three best 
individual oralists. There will also be awards 
for the three best briefs, as scored by local 
attorneys. 
The issues in the competitionstem from 
a taxpayer'sexchangeofproperty fmanced by 
anonrecourse mortgage backto the financing 
...Mugelcontinued on page JO . 
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Editorial 
Education as a term encompasses a wide variety ofexperiences. 
When the discussion concerns funding, education is reduced to formal 
schooling with books, teachers and brick buildings. However, Mark 
Twain once quipped that he never let formal schooling interfere with 
his education. Students of the law should take this advice to heart. 
Preparation for a career in the law cannot be comprehensively accom­
plished within the halls of a single building. 
Law school should not be a mechanism that removes an indi­
vidual from participating in so_ciety by filling a daily planner with 
appointments with like-minded individuals. Education of a person 
should take the several forms ofboth observation and participation. 
Practitioners are consistently advising students to observe trials in 
progress regardless ifa student is even remote] y interested in litigation. 
Observing a capable individual performing a complex task can either 
inspire or deceive the observer. Inspiration springs from the human 
desire to excel in a particular field. Deception surfaces from seeing 
how "easy" an experienced person makes a task appear. The classic 
example is the figure skater who falls in the midst of a beautiful 
maneuver, abruptly bringing the viewer to the realization that some 
difficult pursuits can never be completely mastered. 
Comparing physical and mental endeavors generally falls apart in 
particulars, but in each there is one constant - the insJividual. Only the 
competitor and the sfudent are truly aware of the amount of work 
expended to master an ability, the price paid to reach a goal and the 
satisfaction ofrecei ving the best grade for the effort. For law students 
to expect a school to provide a complete education is to dismiss the fact 
that most students will be practicing law outside ofacademia. To this 
end students should take an active part in their own education and, in 
the process, perhaps they can provide aid to someone unable or 
unwilling to take that same bold step. 
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Law Review Editor ClarifiesAA Policy 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to respond to the le~r written by Marc Hirschfield and Dan Bildner 
criticizing various aspects of the Buffalo Law Review. Although I welcome the law 
schoolcomrnunity' s ideason how to improve the Law Review, several issues they brought 
up need to be clarified. 
First, and most importantly, Mr. Hirschfield and Mr. Bildner seriously mis­
stated our affrrmative action policy. Any competitor who feels they are a member ofa 
racial minority, are economically disadvantaged, or are in someway handicapped, may 
write and submit a Personal Statement along with their casenote. ~ Buff. L. R. Const. 
art. V, § I 9(b)(5). A Personal Statement Committee then decides which of those 
applicants fall into this§ 19(b) category, and offers to join the Law Review are extended 
to those who have the highest overall competition score, with the goal ofhaving our 
membership reflect the applicant pool. 1 Significantly, these offers are in addition to the 
offers which are based strictly on casenote score and grades. ~ id. And, there is no 
specific limit on the number ofoffers made. It is inaccurate to say that there are some 
people who would have made Law Review but did not because they were displaced by 
those admitted through affrrmative action. Qurpolicy is carefully balanced specifically 
so as not to displace anybody who would qualify for membership by their overall score. 
I am proud our Law Review bas this policy, because I believe it reaches a compromise 
between liberal and conservative views by encouraging integration without excluding 
qualified candidates. 
Second, there are many more reasons for having an''open universe'· compe­
tition other than the one cited by Mr. Hirschfield and Mr.Bildner -- tradition. I believe 
itis a fallacy that one's thought process is separate from the research process. As a student 
assistant for Research and Writing, I have told first year students again and again that 
they should aim to understand the basic parameters ofthe legal issue before they embark 
on their research. Once the research is begun, one can choose among a variety of 
directions, depending on one· s ability and inclination. A ''closed universe'' competition 
necessarily digests the legal issues, and makes choices which preclude, to a degree, 
independentand creative approaches to a problem. In addition, an' 'open universe'' tests 
one's ability to research, one• s thoroughness, and one's effort. Associates spend many 
hours citechecking, and as an editor, I depend on their research abilities, their attention 
to detail, their overall thoroughness, and their ability to work hard. In fact, the reputation 
... Letters continued 011 page 9 
An Open Letter to Professor Marcus 
Dear Professor Marcus: 
I am writing out ofdismay and concern. I am an admirerof your work with such 
causes as the Pro-ChoiceNetworkand the June Fourth Memorial Fund. You are truly a 
woman ofprinciple and conviction. But a troubling incident recently prompted me to 
0 
I •' ~ Qwte'ihnocentir,ateiiow'classmateofmineutteredtheexpression''aPandora's 
box" du'!ing tb.e coifrse ofmal&ig a point. ltwas used as correctly as any cliche and its 
meaning was clear. The expression is one I myself have often used to denote what you 
termed' 'ahomet'snest'' Iamsurethatl will now thinktwiceaboutusingthisexpression 
in your presence as I did grasp the nature ofyour objection to it. While I disagree that it 
is a sexist expression, I am sensitive to your perception ofits connotation and will refrain 
from using itin your presence. 
Ian1 concerned. however, with what happened when this expression was uttered in 
yourclass. You told the man who said it that' 'thatphrasewillnot be used in (your)class, · • 
or words to that effect. This, I feei was unwarranted. I believe you had every rightto state 
your objections to that tum-of-phrase, and perhaps those ofu~ who are so inclined would 
have refrained from its use in your presence. However, as the professor, the poweryou exert 
carries the possibility ofabuse. The university should not be a place where discussion 
occurs under the pall ofconstantconcern with the sensitivity ofthe words we use. What 
you did was chill speech forever in your class. What was said was in no way disruptive 
oftheclass,howyourespondedwas. Itissurprisingtomethatyoustruckoutatafreedom 
thoseinChina(whotnyousupportthrougbtheJuneFourthmovement)werewillingtodie 
for; the right to speak freely. 
Perhaps you have struck upon the "Achilles Heel" of the so-called politically 
correct language dilemma. The suppression ofspeech does not change attitudes. It is 
Orwellian in its conception. Newspeak was designed to eradicate certain thoughts or 
emotions through theeradicationofwordsorphrases. This is "double plus ungood." It 
does not work. As long as sexism is buried in our language and debate is squelched by 
demagoguery, the problem will continue. Even if"Pandora's Box'' were more than a 
commentonhwnancuriosityandthedangersitmayunleashupontheworld.Ithinkagreat 
hann is done by the blind compulsion to eliminateits use. Our language is rich with sexism, 
but it is a common language. We cannot tear it all down and start again. By recognizing 
the sexism within it and discussing it, more good will be done than can ever be done by 
chilling debate by forbidding the use ofcertain words or phrases. 
Sincerely, 
[Name withheld by Request] Sec.2-1 st year 
Irish PortrayalAccurate 
To the Editor: 
Asapersonoflrishextraction,IamcompelledtoaddafootnotetoRobertGamsey's 
review ofthe movie, The Committments. 
The development ofthe principal characters in the show is absolutely superb. More 
important than the story line or the music is the fact that we are reminded ofthe everlasting 
lesson ofthe rags to riches to rags syndrome that seems to haunt. the Irish. Oscar Wilde 
said it best: ''We are a nation o fbrilliant failures; but we are the greatest talkers since 
the Greeks.·· 
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Commentary 
One Man's OPINION 
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I'll preface this column with a brief 
statement. I· m hesitant to use this column 
asa forum for my political office, but I think 
Icanandshouldinthiscase. Ifl'mcareful, 
I doubt I' II seriously violate the admittedly 
thin wall that separates my two personas. 
Ratherthancalling thisONEMAN'S 
OPINION, I should call it, FROM THE 
DESKOFADIRECTOR l..astweek.lwas 
approached on more than one occasion by 
students inquiring whetherornotthey should 
runforSBAnextsemester. Theburgeoning 
campaignsforpositionsonnextyear'sSBA 
Executive Board seem to be pushing others 
to consider a future in law school politics. 
The reason I'm writing this is to hopefully 
provide some insight for any others who 
might bethinking about running for Director­
ships. 
There are two approaches to being a 
Director. One way calls for dedication, self­
sacrifice, conviction, outspokenness, open­
ness,rnaturity,and sheer guts. The other way 
doesn't. The latter method basically means 
youmanagedtowintheelectionandgainthe 
title. From that point on, you attend some 
meetings,andrnaybe,Imeanrnaybe,doyour 
office hour. Fortunately, the entire Board 
this year seems to be beyond this approach, 
and takes thejob a bitmore seriously. There­
fore, whatever I say from now on applies only 
to those who would be willing to heartily 
contribute to the SBA. · 
The qualities I mentioned above are 
necessary components for you to serve well 
within the SBA. Not all Directors have each 
and every quality listed, nor do they have 
equalamountsofeither. Thatcreatesamix 
ofpeople with various styles and agendas to 
serve. Disagreements arise fairly easily at 
meetings as few issues are rarely black and 
white. Emotions frequently run high, and 
that is probably one ofthe most dangerous 
and frustrating things about the SBA. 
People care about certain causes or 
groups. A lot. Much ofthe time, everyone 
takes, or at least tries to take, an unbiased 
look at an issue before voting on a proposi­
tion. Questions are asked, information is 
sought and compared with the past, and we 
generally try to be fair. But there are buzz 
words, or buzz groups as the case may be,that 
setcertainDirectorsoff,andtheirallegience 
is close to unflinching. 
I could but won't name names, but a 
goodnumberofstudentgroupshave' 'guard­
ian angels'' ofsorts on the Board. An ex­
ample of that in action includes sending 
initial funding requests through a Board 
member, rather than sending a representa-
STUDENT REACTIONTOJEFFERIES CONTINUES 
THE NATUREOF ISRAEL'S NEIGHBORS 
Fl';ltlln", Lditor 
tive of the group. It's not a crime for a 
Directorto bepartofanothergroup besides 
SBA, but it does complicate, ifnot eradicate, 
objectivity. I can see how it would be very 
difficult to vote against one's group in an 
SBA meeting, and then have to go to that 
group'soextmeeting~ifnotbingwaswrong. 
People stand by their groups. that 
becomesaproblemwbensomekindofcom­
promise is necessary. If a Director feels 
voting forasmalleramountofmoneywould 
bea betrayal ofthe group, or thinks whatever 
project they're advocating is worth ·more 
than the compromise amount, things start to 
get tense. I'll tell you one thing, don't let 
anybody say law students aren • t loyal. 
MostclasheswithinSBAarepersonaf 
and/or political. Just like the feder.ugovem­
ment, thereareideological differences. How­
ever, I'm cautious about stereotyping cer­
tain individuals. I believe current problems 
within SBA stem from preconceived notions 
ofwhatcertainDirectorswillthink,orhow 
they'll react. I know there are beliefs about 
me floating around that are untrue, and I 
know I don't like that. I don't assume a 
director will act a particular way, though 
over time a relatively predictable pattern 
will emerge. 
Sometimes it's just a matter of per­
sonalities. Some people simpJy don't like, or 
can'tgetalongwith,otherpeople. That'sto 
be expected to a limited degree, but· it's 
regrettable when it starts affecting the way 
peoplevote. I'destirnatethatlleavefourout 
of five meetings upset or frustrated by the 
behaviorofpeopleon the Board. The meet­
ings are emotional roller coasters, and it's a 
sure bet that this Board ofDirectors would 
not be considered a happy family. 
Despite all ofthis criticism, I'm not 
saying you should avoid a Directorship. I 
expectall that I said could be applied to any 
government or body of individuals. You 
~ght as well learn how to deal with these 
issues now before going naively into the real 
world. And the SBA can bean effective tool 
for change within the school All that mat­
ters is how much ofyourself you 're willing 
to put into it. 
As the title suggests, this is just my 
opinion. I'm not Mr. SBA, nor am I the 
perfect Director. I make mistakes and I'm 
guilty of some of the crimes mentioned 
above. Ultimately, the deci~ion to run for 
SBA is a personal one, and I can't tell 
whetherornotit's the best thing forparticu­
larpeople. Do I regret having been involved 
with SBA? Well, that's another story. 
by Kevin P. Collins, Staff Writer 
Notmanypeoplecanlayclaimtobeing 
able to draw a large numberofpeople to hear 
them speak. Fewer can make the case to pos­
sessing the wonderful ability ofbeing able to 
speak well in front o fa large group ofpeople. 
Fewer still can honestly attest to being able to 
hold and captivate an audience's attention 
through a speech and to have those in atten­
dance leave with a sense o fhaving witnessed 
and heard something important and worthy of 
debate. And, perhaps only a handful ofpeople 
can be said to be able to cause a high level of 
attention before they speak, deliver a special 
talkand to, in turn, bediscussedasmuchafter 
they spoke as before and during. One such 
personwhobelongstothosehandfulofpeople 
is Dr. Leonard Jefferies. 
Much student anticipation and debate at 
UB Law School around Dt. Jefferies speech. 
Some students believed Dr. Jefferies to be a 
highly controversial individual and speaker. 
Some saw him as spreading hate speech. Yet, 
everyone I spoke to agreed with his right to 
come here and exercise his First Amendment 
rightoffree speech. 
One area ofconcern was whether this 
right to free speech was really ·•free·· speech. 
AsMr. DanBildner,3LoftheSCC'pointedout, 
Dr. Jefferies was not coming to speak for free. 
Mandatory student activities fees were being 
used to finance Dr. Jefferies talk. Most people 
believed that it was permissible for a student 
group to use students' fees to bring controver­
sial speakers on campus as long as everyone 
had equal access to hear him speak and hear his 
message. One of these students, Mr. Hans 
Tirpak, 3L of the Federalists, believes that 
everyone has a right to speak, yet questions the 
use ofmandatory student fees for someone 
whose claim to fame is his use o fhate speech. 
Mr. Tirpak would have liked to have seen 
someone with just as good, ifnot better quali­
fications than Dr. Jefferies come and speak at 
UB. 
This leads to the problem that occurred 
when Jefferies spoke. It has been reported in 
... Jefferies continued 011page10 
byDavidLask, 2L 
This piece is dedicated to the 
memory ofA via Elizade 
''We are peaceful people, we are loving 
people; but we don't love anybody who 
doesn't love us." 
Ma!rolmX 
A viaEiiz.adebad a whole life to live, 
to dream and to succeed. Instead, she fell 
victim to Israel's northern neighbor,_in this 
case the Lebanese Hezbollah faction funded 
by Iran. In an instant, it was all over for this 
beautiful five year old girl. While running to 
gre.etherdaddywbowasreturningbome from 
worlc, shewasbloWDapart,$WOuld~ 
of her peers iflsrael's neighbors had their­
greatest wish come true. 
As a North Korean ship steams to­
ward Syria loaded with highly accurate Scud­
C missiles, as Iran daily trumpets the fact that 
they are developing an ••Islamic bomb•' to 
destroy Israel, as Egypt vacillates about it's 
unprecedented peace treaty, Israel isurged by 
the West to show restraint. How the West and 
the UN bold Israel to such a high standard of 
tolerance when its utter existence is daily 
threatened by the overwhelming majority of 
her neighbors is beyond rationality. 
Back in 198I, France, England and 
Senator Bob DoleofKansas excoriated Israel 
foritspugnaciousactofcrippling Iraq's bur­
geoning nuclear reactor. What a horrible act 
against the peace loving Saddaam who was 
merely developingacheapersource ofenergy. 
Where was the apology after the world and 
especially Kuwait found out what Saddaam 
was really planning? 
You got it, there was no apology, and 
there never will be. Why, the casual observer 
asks, is Israel not thanked for such a socially 
conscientious deed. The answer is written in 
history. For thousands ofyears, the Jewish 
people have born the brunt o fthe anger ofthe 
resioftheworld. Themodernstateoflsraelis 
in no way impervious to the continuation of 
thisdevastatingtrend. In 1967, withhundreds 
ofthousands marching and chanting "Deathto 
the Jews'' in Cairo, Israel preemptively at­
tacked and in six mesmerizing days annihi­
lated three honed Arab armies who were plot­
ting the murderofevery Jewish man, woman. 
and child in Israel. Every West European 
nation criticized the trigger happy Jewish State, 
save one, West Germany, whose laborunions 
raised$4 I 5,000to help Israelinit'smosttrying 
hour. 
Since it's inception in 1948, Israel's 
Arab neighbo~havcutilied against their com­
mon enemy, the Jews. They have kidnapped 
and murdered Israeli athletes at the Munich 
olympicsin 1972,hijackedanlsraeli El-Al jet 
to Uganda with the help of ldi Amin, and 
hoisted elderly American Leon Klinghoffer 
andhiswheelchairoverthesideoftbehijacked 
Achille Lauro cruise ship because he was 
wearing a Jewish ornament around his neck. 
Some apologists for the Arabs say that they 
only hate Zionists. That argument bolds no 
veracity because before therewasan lsrae~ the 
Arabs ofwhat was then and what will never 
again be Palestine launched riots and pogroms 
against the Jews and boycotted and destroyed 
their shops. 
Oneofthemyriadexampleswas 1929in 
Hebron, located in Judea, where Arab mobs 
killed 200 Jewish people in one day and went 
on to attack and maul young Jewish Yeshiva 
students in Jerusalem. But that was not enough 
for the Arabs. The voiced their ultimate desire 
forthefateoftheJewishpeopleduring WWII 
when much ofthe Arab World rallied behind 
Hitler and supported Nazi Germany• s atroci­
ties against the Jewish people. Moreover, 
during the late 1930s the Arab governments 
revoked all freedoms and civil rights from the 
indigenous Sephardic Jews ofthe Arab coun­
tries. From Casablanca to Cairo, Rabat to 
Riyadh, Algiers to Alexandria, the Sephardim 
were forced into the humiliating role of a 
scapegoat, or·'Dhimmij' • in cultures they had 
been assimilated in for countless centuries. 
The infamous Grand Mufti Husseini ofJerusa­
lem spent the last four years of WWII in 
Germany where he daily went on Nazi radio 
and urged Moslems all over the world to kill 
JewsinallArabcountries. TheMuftiwasalso 
thecommanderoftheBosnianFascistMo~lem 
forces who followed the orders oftheir superi­
ors in Berlin. The pictures, tapes and speeches 
are all housed in Jerusalem at the Y ad Vashem 
holocaust memorial. Those who glossovertbe 
goalsofaunifiedArabworldbysupplantingthe 
word Zionist for Jew are really distorting real­
ity and outright lying. 
... Israel rontinued 011 page 9 
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Magic, Myths· and Messages Abo-ut Life and Death 
by KevinP. Collins, Staff Writer 
On Sunday, February 16, 1992, during 
halftime, in a game between the Los Angeles 
Lakersand the BostonCeltics, a packed crowd 
in the LA Forum watched as Earvin' 'Magic'· 
Johnson's nwnber was retired and his shirt 
placedalong thewall in theF orwn next to other 
Laker heroes. Perhaps the most touching mo­
ment of that halftime ceremony came when 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, with whomMagic had 
fought many a hard battle to lead the Lakers to 
NBA championships in the 1980 's, recalled 
whatEarvinJohnson meant to him as a player 
andapecson.Magic'semotionsshowedthrough 
his smiling face as his parents, his sister, his 
wife and hisson looked on along with millions 
oftelevision viewers. For Magic, who helped 
put the NBA on the map in the early 1980' s, 
there will be no more battles with Larry Bird 
or the Boston Celtics. Magic now faces a 
tougher opponent. Magic has AIDS. 
Many myths surround Magic Johnson 
having AIDS. It has been said that because 
someone like Magic has AIDS, that awareness 
ofthe disease will increase. It is doubtful that 
after a decade of this deadly disease that it 
would take a sports figure to enlighten indi­
vidualsto thedangerof AIDS. Eitherthey know 
ofthehazardsalreadyortheydonotcareabout 
the risks. It has been said that because Magic 
has AIDS, people will realize that spo~ fig­
uresarenotinvincible. ltis society who places 
its sports heroes on great plateaus. It is the 
foolish athlete who believes this ideology. For 
athletes are no better or worse than you or 1-
they arehumanand everything that comes with 
beinghwnanispartofthem and us. One need 
only lookatPeteRose,Mike Tyson or Lawrence 
Taylor to see that the problems faced by soci­
ety asawholeexistin the sports world as well. 
Athletes such as Jose Canseco may get paid 5 
million dollars per year to do about3 hours of 
work for 7 months outofthe year, while other 
people put in 12 hour days, 6 days a week, to 
struggle to raise a family and pay the rent, but 
athletes are still hwnan. 
The greatest myth surrounding Magic 
having AIDS is the notion that everyone who 
comes forward admitting to being HIV-posi­
tive is tn:ated likeMagic is. Magic had his own 
All-Star Game to play in. He had his own 
retirementceremony. He was instantly named 
to the Presidential Committee on AIDS•just 
because he is Magic. Yet, by contrast, the 
average person who comes forward andadmits 
to having AIDS faces the distinct po~ibility of 
being stigmatized. The average person will not 
still have millions ofdollars in endorsements. 
Hewillnotreceiveabigfarewellpartyatwork 
or have his time card retired. He does not get 
a place on the Presidential Committee or 
invitations to all the talk shows. What he does 
get is possible job dismissal ( despite the laws 
to the contrary), social rejection and enormous 
medical bills that he struggles to pay in order 
to have a chance to live. 
Nor does the average person coming 
forward and admitting to having AIDS receive 
standing ovations wherever they go. The dis­
tinction matbesimpleandobvious, butitneeds 
to be understood. People should cheer for 
Magic's career and the enjoyment and enter­
tainment he brought to them. Whether they 
shouldcheerforhiscomingforwardandadmit­
ting to having AIDS is another matter. What 
comes to mind isa few years back when Keith 
Hernandez was with the New York Mets. He 
testified in a drug case that when he .was 
playing baseball with the Pittsburg Pirates that 
he used cocaine. The next night at a packed 
Shea Stadiwn, over 50,000 fans gave him an 
extended standing ovation. lfachild turned to 
his father and asked why Keith Hernandez was 
being applauded, what could the father say­
because he admitted to using cocaine. If the 
average person came forward and admitted 
such, he would face po~ible loss ofhis job, 
certain social stigmatization, and possibly 
even future drug tests. Yet, today's athlete is 
permitted, and, in some cases, even expected 
to have drug problems and is applauded when 
he has the "courage'· tocomeforwardandtell 
his story. This dichotomy of receptions be­
tweenathletesandaveragepeople isanunfor­
tunate and unhealthy social reality. 
Indeed,evenMagicreceived somemixed 
receptions around the country. Many callers to 
talk shows believed that he got what he de­
servedand did not feel sorry for him; that, ifyou 
dance next to the fire you have to expectto get 
burned. Ido not believe that it is anyone's place 
tojudgeanother over such developments.While 
a person may have madecertain questionable 
choices, we are not to sit on a morally correct 
throne and pass judgment. We should learn 
fromthisexperienceinsteadofeitherwallow­
ing in sorrow or pointing a finger ofblame. 
It has been said that by virtue ofMagic 
coming forward and admitting to having the 
AIDS virus that the message will be sentto the 
Hate Mail.Distributed 
At some point between Friday night and Saturday morn­
ing, one or more individuals placed sexually explicit and/or 
violent notes in each and every mailbox in the law school 
mailroom on the secondfloor. The notes were typewritten and 
varied in content. Each was approximately 2-3 sentences 
long. An official statement from Dean Albert's office stated 
that "there were no threats or ethnic, racial or sexist insults." 
However, according to one of the students present in the 
mailroom at the time, the notes made threats ofdismember­
mentandspecific acts ofviolence, sometimes directed against 
individual, named faculty members. . 
The notes were discovered on Saturday morning at 7:30 
a.m. by a law student, who then proceeded to remove all the 
notes from the boxes. The student left a large sign in the 
mailroom indicating the nature ofthe notes and the fact that 
they had been removed, andthatany whichwere inadvertently 
left in boxes were not the only ones placed in the mailroom. 
The studentthen reported the notes to Public Safety and Dean 
Filvaroff's office. Further action has not been taken at this 
time. 
Anyone having specific knowledge concerning the 
source of these notes or the identity of their author or 
authors should contact Public Safety or the Dean's office. 
public that AIDS is not just a homosexual 
disease- that heterosexuals are at just as great 
a risk. This is a message that scientists and 
doctors have been speaking offor years. Magic 
himself tried to spread the message to young 
people to learn fromhismistakeand to prdCtice 
safesex. Thenthemediaandsomemembersof 
the AIDS movement criticized Magic for send­
ing the wrong message. It was said that there 
isnosuchthingassafesex,onlytakinglessof 
a chance. ''They'' wanted Magic to push for 
abstinence, that the only pure preventive 
method against AIDS is to abstain totally from 
sex. How viable a message this is is highly 
suspect. 
One piece of magic I, and I am sure 
millionsofother Americans also, would like to 
seeoncemoreisforEarvin "Magic" Johnson 
to lace-up his sneakers and play basketball 
again forTeamUSAintheOlympics. I envi­
sion the highlight film showing Team USA 
playing fortheGold Medal down by 1 with 10 
seconds left on the clock. Barkley grabs the 
defensivereboundand givesaquick outlet pass 
to Magic, who starts the fast break and quickly 
brings the ball upcourt, dribbling between his 
legsandstopsatthetopofthekey. Withasmile 
onhis face and sweatrolling down his chin, he 
does a quick stutter step, loses the defense, 
drives to the hoop looks toward Jordan, fakes 
the pass tohimandquicklyreverses the ball in 
his hands and flips itto Larry Birdin the comer. 
The clock shows but just 5 ticks left. Bird starts 
to take the three pointer but while in mid-air 
changes his mind and dishes back into the lane 
to Magic, who with just 3 seconds left, gives a 
one-touch, no-look, behind-the-back pass to 
Patrick Ewing, alone under the basket, who 
takes the pass, grabs the ball,jwnps high above 
the rim and slams the victory home with the 
clock buzzing, celebrating the Gold Medal 
victory for the lJnited States. 
This magical scenario would serve well 
to destroy the myth thatpeoplewith AIDS can 
not live normal lifestyles. Under the proper 
careandwiththeneededmedicine,peopkwho 
are HIV-positivecan go on functioning in and 
contributing to society, as well as living nor­
mal lifestyles. Further, the Olympic games 
with Magic playing would show the whole 
world that you can not catch AIDS through 
normal body contact, be it even the bumping, 
pushingandsweatingofbasketball. Thisisone 
myth that Magic can destroy. 
In the end, however, there is one myth 
that no magic can destroy. That is because it is 
not a myth at all, but rather a truth, a reality, a 
tragedythatexiststoday. Thousandsuponthou­
sands ofpeople are testing HIV-positive and 
are facing a life with AIDS. They will not 
receive the same responses that Magic gets. 
Yet, ifMagic can use his role on the Presiden­
tial Committee to getthe message to President 
BushtoincreasegovemmentspendingonAIDS 
researchthen perhaps a curecan befound. More 
needsto bedonenow by ourgovernmentbefore 
AIDS takes from us scores ofpeople who die 
because o fa lack o fa cure. Ifthis was a death 
toll ofan attack on American citizens living 
abroad or ofanally country that was invaded 
and its oil reserves taken control of, then we 
would see billions more being spent on re­
search. It is time that the government got the 
message to increase funding to AIDS research 
because the disease is killing American citi­
zensathomeandAIDS is not going to becured 
by magic- and that is no myth. 
NOTES ON CAMPUS 
Blum Moves for 
Contempt Order 
On January 24, 1992 Professor Jeff 
Blwn was given leave to amend his com­
plaint and given a court order for pretrial 
proceedings to begin on February 21, 1992 
before United StatesMagistrate Judge, Hon. 
LeslieG. Foschio. Assistant Attorney Gen­
eral Douglas Cream, was in the Appellate 
Division and declines to comment until he 
has seen Professor Blwn's motion papers. 
Professor Blum is presently contending that 
Mr. Cream is using Federal Rule 30 (a) as a 
basis ofsuperceding the judge's order and 
that discovery need not begin until prelimi­
nary matters are settled. 
In response Professor Blwn has de­
cided to move for contempt ofcourt orders 
against Dean Filvaroff, President Greiner 
and Professors Freeman and Mensch. Uni­
versity policy prevents comments 
fromdefendants while the caseis being tried 
in court. The contempt tactic is to compel 
discovery ofthe defendants or they run the 
risk ofsanction after March 18. A second 
contempt order will be attempted against 
Dean Carrel, Acting Provost Levy, Pro fes­
sors Schlegel and Ewing would face similar 
sanctions on April 3. 
"The judges order and directive were 
veryclear. Mr. Cream made repeated efforts 
to get the judge to postpone depositions. 
They were consistently rejected and he is 
now flagrantly disobeying thejudge's order. 
It looks very much like defendants are ex­
tremely afraid ofwhat the depositions will 
show. I really haveno choice butto seeksome 
sort ofcontempt order from the court," ex­
plained Blwn. 
Argwnents will be on Wednesday 
March4that 10:30a.m. in Federal District 
Judge Skretny's chambers. 
Danzi Wins at Duke 
On the weekend ofFebruary 21-23, 
1992 SUNYAB third year law student 
Kimberley Danzi participated in the Rabbi 
Seymour SiegelMemorialMootCourtCom­
petition held at Duke University School of 
Law.Ms. Danzi,representing the petitioner, 
won Best Briefand reached the Quarterfinals 
arguing both points of her award winning 
brief. The issue to be argued was whether a 
woman convicted of child abuse could be 
givenas a condition ofprobation therequire­
mentofaNorplant surgical implant,an new 
contaceptive device. The Food and Drug 
Administration only recently approved this 
device. 
Ms. Danzi was one of the few solo 
competitors in the Moot Court exercise to 
reach the Quarterfinals. Heropponent even­
tually went on to win the competition. 
The Opinion congratulates Ms. Danzi 
on her distinguished performance and notahle 
representation ofUB Law. 
BLSA Gets Lawsuit 
Dismissed 
On February 26, 1992 alaw suit by a 
disgruntled artist against the Black Law Stu­
dentAssociation(BLSA)totalling$756was 
dismissed in small claims court. Ulysses 
Moultiere, Vice-President ofBLSA in the 
1990-91 academic year, argued the group's 
case successfully. 
The legal action arose from a transac­
tion between the artist, Mr. Ernie Stephens, 
loaningartworktotheBLSAforal 991 Black 
History Month display. Mr. Moultierewas a 
namedco-defendantintheactionbyvirtueof 
his signing out the artwork on behalfofthe 
BLSA. The Student BarAssociation (SBA) 
and the BLSA were also named in the suit. 
Erika Raymond, President ofBLSA, 
noted that the BLSA had tried to return the 
artworkduringthemonthsbeforethelawsuit 
but wererebuffed by Mr. Stephenswhoeithcr 
refused to accept the artwork or closed his 
shop for weeks at a time making receipt 
impossible. Despite its efforts to resolve the 
matter amicably. the BLSA received notice 
ofalawsuit in November 1991. "Theartwork 
wastaggedworth$250andhesuedusfor$756. 
It'sobvious hedidn 'teverwant to settle this 
issue outside thecourt room,' • remarked Ms. 
Raymond 
For the present display adorning the 
glass case outside the Charles B. Sears Li­
brary, the BLSA has used items on loan from 
its members. 
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An ILS PresidentialThankYou 
by Joi Cary We came together as a 
school and hosted a very successful Confer­
ence on international law. Not only did we 
have great panels and information made avail­
able to us, but the ILS is planning to use this 
infom1ation as a springboard for an Interna­
tional Law Journal. Additionally, the 
Roundtable Discussion on adapting the law 
school curricula hopefully will make an im­
pact in our own school and help to expand the 
international studies and programs available. 
As Dean Filvaroffstated in his general 
welcomeattheConference, therewerealotof 
people involved inthis venture. They may have 
been too numerous to name then, butl will now 
try to give credit to the parties that deserve it. 
The initial thanks goes to the original 
Conference Committee, which came together 
inJanuary, 1991. Thisgroupworkedlongand 
hard tomakeaConferencehappenin Septem­
ber, 1991, but due to "insurmountable logisti­
cal difficulties" that event had to be post­
poned. When ILS decided to continue with the 
projectinlateSeptember, 1991,about60%of 
the original group was not ab le to participate, 
a perfectly understandable happening in light 
of the trauma that was incurred due to the 
postponingofthe firstConference. Itwasa very 
emotional and highly charged time. The foun­
dation that this group fonned was the basis 
uponwhichthe 1992Conferencewasbuilt, and 
I would like to thank them for sticking with it 
as long as they did. The original idea for this 
event belonged to Kimberley Danzi, and she 
deserves credit for the initial launching ofthis 
project. 
I would like to thank all the student 
groups which became involved to help make 
this dream a reality, especially LALSA and 
the Hiberni~s for their supportearly on in this 
venture. It was the little pieces that, when put 
together,madethiseventcometo fruition. To 
this end I would thank the Asian-American 
Law Students Association, the Student Bar 
Association, the Criminal Law Society, the 
National Lawyers' Guild, the Buffalo Environ­
mental Law Society, the Federalist Society 
and theGraduate Group on Human Rights Law 
and Policy. 
Ithinkthattheentireschoolshouldknow 
what a tremendous effortthe Conference Com­
mittee put forth to make the 1992 Conference 
areality.They did anenormous amountof work 
in order to make this successful. 
TheCoordinatorsoftherespectivepan­
els not only assembled the panels, but they 
made sure that their panel fit within the entire 
matrix oftheConferenceAgenda, not an easy 
task, I assure you. They are: Diana Crespo, 
Aida Reyes and Madeline Finesmith, Far East 
Panel; Shirley Sostre-Oquendo, LatinAm~ 
Panel; John Martin, Intellectual Property Panel; 
Darin Bafani,CareerPanel; Thomas Nusbaum, 
Public International Law Panel; Pat Whetzle, 
EnvironmentalLaw Panel; Monalgram,lnter­
national Criminal Law Panel; Laura Vasquez, 
Roundtable Discussion; Lisa Doboseiwicz, 
Immigration Panel; and John Oleniacz, Cen­
tralEuropeand theFormerSovietUnionPanel 
The Marketing Committee did a fantas­
ticjob inobtainingover$1400.00 in advertise­
ments and donations. Thanks to Bob Sisson, 
and Simon Conte. 
The Printing Committee did a very thor­
ough job from the beginning and met their 
responsibilities with amazing efficiency. 
Among other things, they were responsible for 
the flyers, the posters and the registration 
packets. Mark Conklin, Director Registration 
Committee and Glen McDonnell, Director 
Printing Department, you two did a great job. 
Thank you to the fund raising and bagel 
sale people who stuck with it throughout the 
last 1.3 7 semesters; the money raised through 
these efforts was a central part of the money 
making scheme. 
The law schoo I administrative support 
cannot go unnoticed; Cheri Tubinis, Anne 
Gaulin, Carolyn Schrauger, Barbara 
Premielewski and Dawn Skopinski were an 
essential part ofgettingalotofthenitty gritty 
work done. Their help was greatly appreciated 
only secondarily to their perpetual positive 
attitude, which on darker days, made life a 
little brighter. Thank You. 
We will be forever indebted to Ellen 
Gibsonand Terry McConnack forproviding us 
with the necessary audio-visual equipment 
and the personnel to operate it. Terry and his 
staff were very understanding and enormously 
helpful with our many last minute changes. 
ThankyoutoNinaCascio for her genu­
ine interest in ILS and support for ILS activi­
ties. 
Additional thanks goes to : 
Ed Moy for the wonderful ILS logo that 
appears on the frontofthe ILS T-shirts. 
Lester Meza for delivering the many 




The Office ofConference Operations: 
Sally Catalano and Eric Schuster for their 
interest in making this project run as smoothly 
as possible. Eric has reaffirmed my faith in 
humanity. 
S.B.A., especially Brian Madrazo, for 
helping to finance this venture and for letting 
us use their office during the actual event. 
Dawn Baksh for her extreme patience 
during the past few weeks. 
Barbara Hurley for keeping me sane. 
Ilene Fleischman and the Alumni Of­
fice for providing us with press coverage, UB 
Law Folders, UB Law name tags, mailing 
labels, the UB Law Banner and for helping us 
obtain alumni support. 
The "Clutch Team" ofJohn Oleniacz, 
Barbara Hurley, Michael Radjavitch and 
Shirley Sostre-Oquendo for efficiently han­
dling all ofthe major and minor catastrophes 
that we encountered along the way. 
Professor Edward Beane and Professor 
Charles Trzcinka forbeing so understanding. 
Elizabeth Mensch and Alan Freeman 
for agreeing to participate in the Roundtable 
Discussion, offering their views on what needs 
to be done to strengthen the international pro­
gram at UB and being willing to contribute to 
that end. 
Canada-U.S. Legal Studies Centre for 
sponsoring the keynote speaker. 
The actual executionoftheConterence 
wasperfectly orchestrated. The entire Confer­
ence Committee pulled together beautifully 
and made it all look so easy. John Oleniacz, 
BarbaraHurley,Shirley Sostre-Oquendo,Mark 
Conklin,GlenMcDonnell, Michael Radjavitcll. 
Karin Stamy, Bob Sisson, Bob Kearney, Sharon 
Nosenchuck, Diana Crespo, Paul Roalsvig, 
Marissa Briggs, Kim Danzi, Simon Conte, 
Laura Vasquez, Sara Hewitt, Constantine 
Karidesand ~gelaGott deserve a huge round 
ofapplause for their tireless efforts i.n admin­
istering the final project. 
John O leniacz, warrants special thanks 
asherosetotheoccasionandtookovertherole 
ofV ice-President and Assistant to the Director 
at a time when new strength was desperately 
needed. Hemade business cards, coordinated 
a panel, heldmeetings and spent many sleep­
less nights along with me hammering out the 
details ofthis monster that had been created. 
Janusz, I would have been lost without you. 
Ofcourse, VirginiaLeary deservesalot 
ofcredit. She became interested in this project 
after it began, but once involved, she put forth 
a wonderful effort and helped to make it a 
success. She was able to get us "heavy­
hitters" for the panels as well as Edward 
Broadbent for the Keynote Speaker. She was 
also instrumental in obtaining the grant from 
the Ford Foundation. Thank you Virginia, I 
look forward to working with you nn the Inter­
national Law Journal. 
I would send out my warmest personal 
thank you to LauraMangan, Assistant Oirector 
of the Canada-U.S. Legal Studies Centre. 
Witl10ut herhelp, this project would have been 
impossible. She offered continual enthusiasm, 
encouragementand support to avery weary JLS 
President and Conference Committee. In ad­
dition to her daily plugsofenergy and inspira­
tion, from the very beginning Lauraprovided us 
with the necessary information to make this very important pit.'(;eofthe puzzk:. Ihave never 
venture a success. She made herselfavailab le witnessed such a strung show ofsupport and 
on a daily basis to help us overcome the seem­ dedication and I look forward to working to­
ingly • 'insurmountable logistical problems·· getheron strengthening the international pro­
that we encountered, and did so with that gram at DB. 
wonderful disposition that we have come to And last, but certainly not least, I w, H1ld 
know and appreciate. Laura .... .this school like to thank all ofthe part idpants ofthe l 1>92 
would besunk without you! Conference forattendingand participating so 
I have thoroughly enjoyed working with fully. U B was definitely very well represented 
the entire Conference Committee and would and we left a positive lasting impression in the 
like to further thank them for the motivation eyes ofall who attended. 
that they provided for me and to each other. 
Everyone supported everyone, and this was a 
Of Life, Law, & 
Bush-League Politics 
by W.F. Trezevant, Staff Writer How selfish we have become when we 
When does it all stop? When will the demand everything ofa professor, yet we ex­
petty dickering and bickering over issues of pect to give only in very narrow circumstances. 
miniscule importance cease to occupy such a So what ifthe criteria includes race? Race and 
large part ofour daily life, and efforts? Re­ racism was apart ofProfessor Kenyatta's very 
cently, the SBA was informed that we have existence which added to who he was and what 
earned a free party fromMulligan'sBar. This he shared with us all. To negate something 
was due to the success of the the previous which was fundamental to his existence just 
parties organized by the SBA and supported by does not make sense. Rather, the recent deci­
the students. Scot Fisher, a 2nd year Class sion by the SBA represents an attempt at 
Director, infonned the SBA that various stu­ introducing petty, personal, anti-affirmative 
dentgroups were planningafundraiser forthe action politics into a very simple decision. 
(Note: It was this same Class Director who co­
wrote the anti-affirmative action diatribe ... I(Commentary) 
mean letter to the editor in the last edition of 
theOpinion.) Weshouldgiveinthemannerin Muhammad I. Kenyatta Memorial Scholar­
which we were given to by Protessor Kenyatta..ship Fund. It appeared to be a perfect match. 
freely .However, Marc Hirschfield, a 3rd year 
Personally, the SBA may haveoveresti­Class Director, moved thatthe party, and pro­
mated therelative usefulnessofa ''FreeParty'',ceeds from this party be given only with 
the use of " SBA" in its promotion, and the"strings" attached, namely that the criteria 
overall value o fthe proceeds from the party. Infor the scholarship not include race, and the 
the larger picture, regardlessofthe amount ofSBA passed the motion by a 14 to 2 vote. 
thedonation, it pales in comparison to the otherThus what began as a great idea has 
monies donated, and more importantly to theturned into a battle between anti-affirmative 
contribution o fPro fessor Kenyattato this insti­action forces, and honest students who sin1ply 
tution. It would be nice to see the SBA leavewish to give to the memory of someone who 
politics out ofthis one decision, however, ifthe gave so much. 
SBA cannot.quite frankly, Iam oftheopinionWhyisitsohardtohonorthememoryof 
thatourpresentSBAgroupshouldjustkecptheProfessor Kenyatta who gave simply to give? 
damn money, because life will continue. Indeed, the very idea of giving money to a 
By the way, the people in charge ofthescholarship fund which would help bring an­
Memorial Fund never contemplated a race­other student into our balls and classrooms 
based criteria, and in fact, Mrs. Kenyatta spe­with conditions for acceptance does violence 
cifically asked that race not be an issue. It isto the very lesson which Professor Kenyatta 
time for the SBA tu quit playing in BUSH­attempted to teach and in fact lived. Perhaps 
League politics of race, racism. and give tothe present Class Directors skipped class that 
give, because it is right.month. 
An Open Letter to the Administration: 
Now that the second semester is well underway, many first year students can be seen 
scurrying about the law library or bleary-eyed from time spent in front ofcomputer screens, 
in part th~ to the present manifestation of the Research and Writing Program. The 
''volunteering'' professors ought to be commended; the mix ofsubstance. research and 
actual writing so far are a welcome addition. First year exposure to tenured professors in 
small research and writing sections create a terrific opportunity which one would be bard 
pressed to find at other law schools. The professors and their assistants are doing an 
outstanding job, but they cannot be expected to be the cure all-apparently a classic 
paradigm of 'too little, too late.' 
The events oflast fall are not and should not be forgotten. Deficiencies are brutally 
apparent every time someone has to "bootstrap" research or "bluff'' legal writing for the 
present program whose instructors expect their students to already know the particulars 
which they have yetto be exposed to. Is it not just a bit shocking that numerous first years 
feel prohibited from competing inthe spring Casenote Competition because they have never 
seen a Bluebook letalone understand its proper implementation? Everytin1e astudentbas 
to explain the lack ofa writing sample to a prospective employer, the practical shortcomings 
of the present program are clearly evident. How should one react to an interviewer's 
comment' 'Oh, that's just Buffalo, we never know what they are up to?'' No one should 
be forced to make excuses for something that the student body had no control over. The job 
market is tight enough already. The memories o fthe fall will be especially vivid when the 
rejection letter comes and one cannot help but wonderupon what criteria it may have been 
based. 
Questions still remain to be answered : How did all oft bis happen and will it happen 
again? What will be the status o fResearch and Writing for the Class o fl 995 and will those 
perspective students be informed ofwhat waits for them or will they be duped into coming 
to Buffalo under false pretenses. Furthermore, one cannot help but wonder, among law 
schools, where did Buffalo rank five years ago, where does it rank today ,and where will it 
rank in the future ifits graduates are not properly equipped with the tools that the legal 
community expects and demands? Please do not apathetically sweep these issues under 
the administrativecarpetofO 'Brien Hall--be responsible and plan ahead when considering 
nextyear's program. 
--Concerned Students 
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From the Desk 
ofthe President 
by BrianP. Madrazo outside the SBA office and in the mail room. 
moving on...GRADES: 
A brief update on the status of late BUDGET HEARINGS: 
grades. Unfortunately the second setofletters BudgetHearingsforallgroupsrequest­
to President Greiner, University C.ouncil, the ing money for next year are schedule for the 
Faculty Senate and the United University week ofMarch 16th. Signups are available 
ProfessionaJsneededtobesentasfourfirstyear outside the SBA office. You must send a 
grades are still have not been turned into the representative to defend your budget. soifyou 
registrar. Additionally, I have filed acomplaint have not signed up get moving! 
with the Faculty Student Relations Board moving on.•. 
requesting intervention into the status oflate PETITIONS 
grades at the law school. 
All petitions for ExecutiveOfficerposi­
The grade deadline is generous toa fault 
tions in the SBA are due by close ofbusiness
Failure to get grades in on time is inexcusable Friday Maich 6, 1992. All petitions for Univer­
absent an extension ofpaper deadlines, illness 
sityCowicilaredue by Friday March 6, 1992in 
or emergency. To date, no professor has ap­
theStudentAssociationofficeinTalbertHall.
proached either the SBA ortheadministnttion Please note that you are responsible for meet­
with any such reasons. Therefore the SBA 
ing The Opinion deadlines. 
pushes ahead with our continuing effort to moving on...
improve the quality of life for students on 
ELECTIONS:campus. Unfortunately, in the process, the 
actions of some professors reflect upon the There will be an election forum spon­
entire faculty sored by the SBA on Monday March 24, 1992 
This is not about battling the faculty on from3:30p.m. to5:30p.m.inroom 106forboth 
this issue. Quite frankly I would rather spend University Council and Executive officers. I 
my time working with the faculty and a~­ urge all students to attend and listen to the 
istration to soIve this budget crisis or improve various posisitons of the candidates. The 
course selection or a myriad ofother areas in elections will be held March 25 and 26 from 
the law school. However, responsibility for 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in front of the Law 
finishing course work isdemanded ofstudents. Library. 
It should therefore be demanded from our movingo11... 
professors. GROUP HAPPENINGS: 
moving on... The Black Law Students Association 
CLASS REDUCTION: just completed very sucessful Black History 
AtanemergencymeetingoftheSBAthe Month. Various speakers and events were 
Board voted to send a letter to the faculty plannedthroughoutthemonthofFebruaryand 
expressing our concerns with a memorandum were well attended by both the Law Schoo land 
circulated among the faculty discussing the the community. Congratulations to themem­
possibility ofreducing the incoming firstyears bersofBLSA. 
class size by one full section. This was not, as The International Law Society hadtheir 
some faculty chose to color it, student over­ International Law Conference this past week­
reaction to ideas proposed among the faculty. end. Speakers from around the world were a 
Indeed the letter took pains to indicate that our partofthisconferencewhich has been nearly 
responsewassimplyinthetraditionofthefirst a full year in the planning. Congratulations to 
memorandum, offering our opinion and ILS. 
suggestionsasto the proposal. The Hispanic National Bar Association 
Basicallyourresponseisthatadecision bad a regional conference at UB this past 
ofthismagnitudeshouldnotbemadeuntilall · weekend hosted by Javier Vargas, member of 
ofits ramifications are discussed by faculty, LALSAandregionaldirectoroftheHSNBA. 
students and administration in committee, Congratulations to Javier. 
informally and in open faculty meetings. Only moving on... 
thenshouldsuchadecisionbemade. TbeSBA WHAT IS ONTAP: 
feels that there is simply not enough time to The Buffalo Public Interest Law Pro­
implement such a plan this year as acceptance gram launches its Pledge a Day in the Public 
letters are going out to incoming first years Interest Pledge Drive the week ofMarch 16, 
already. 1992. Last year almost 20,000 dollars was 
moving on... pledged by the students and faculty oftbe Law 
COMMENCEMENT School. GoodlucktoBPILP. 
moving on...ELECTIONS: 
LASTLY:This Tuesday and W ednesdaythe final 
elections for the various commencement As usual our weekly SBA meetings are 
speakers and awards will be held from 10:00 open to all students. We meet at 7:45 p.m. 
a.m.to 3:00p.m. infrontoftheLaw Library. AU every Wednesday in room 706 O 'Brian Hall. 
third years are eligible to vote in the election. Asanasidethereasonourmeelingsareatthat 
Please be prepared to show the registration time is due to room availability and Board 
tabler your I.D. The people on the ballot availability. It quite simply is the only time 
represent the top five and ties from the initial each week when every Board member can 
elections held last Tuesday and Wednesday. attend. So I apologize for the inconvience of 
The winners will be posted Thursday morning the hour and I fiopc to see you there. Have a 
great spring break! ! 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Dean Filvaroffand Faculty 
FROM: The Student Bar Association 
RE: Late Grades 
DATE: February 27, 1992 
Today is February 2 7, 1992. Pursuantto guidelines established by the F acu tty 
thedeadlineforturningingradesforthefallsemesterwasFebruary 15, 1992. Asof4:00 
p.m.todaythefollowingProfessorsandinstructorshavenotcompliedwiththatdeadline: 
Name CourseName No.of 
Students 
First Year Courses 
1. Steinfeld Property 
2.Ewing Criminal Law Sect. 
3.Ewing Criminal Law Sect. 
4.Kannar Constitutional Law 1 
TOTAL: 
UpperClass 
1. Steinfeld Public Utilities 14 
2. Kannar Ethics/Law/Politics 15 
3. Headrick Canadian Legal Studies 
TOTAL 22:±: 
GRAND TOTAL 390 
Justas studentshaveaduty and responsibility to complete the required coursework 
within the time frames established by the faculty, the school and the University the 
faculty have a duty and responsibility to complete and post grades for students who have 
completed their obligations. 
Unfortunately, the failure to meet the deadline established by the faculty is not 
unique to this semester but rather is a continual one, which seems to be getting worse 
and not better. Pursuant to the SBA' s memorandum ofFebruary 17, 1992 the second set 
ofletters have been sent out to the proper parties. As President I am in the process of 
filing with the FSRB a complaint on the behalf ofeach and every student still without 
grades. 
Respectfully, 
The Student Bar Association 
SBA: Up Close & Personal 
by NatalieA. Lesh, Business Manager meeting promises to be especially interesting. 
Two weeks ago, an emergency SBA A few weeks ago, Second-Year Director Scot 
m~g was called in order to discuss the Fisher informed the SBA that various student 
proposal that next year's entering class be groups were planning to raise money for a 
reduced by one-third. Here is what your Muhammad KenyattaMemorial Scholarship. 
representatives are _saying about the proposal: MembersoftheSBAwereeagertosupportthis 
•''Whenlheardabouttheideaofcutting project, although there was some concern asto 
down the size ofthe school by one section, I how the scholarship would be awarded. Third­
knew it bad to be a Schlegel thing because it y ear Director Marc Hirschfield made a mo­
sounded wacky.'' - Marc Hirschfield, Third­ tion thatmoney made from the next SBA party 
y ear Class Director should be donated to this fund, as long as the 
•' 'We should carefully examine theis­ criteriafor awarding the scholarship would not 
suetodeterminewhetherareductionofquan­ include race. The motion passed. 
tity would either harm or benefit the quality of At the most recent meeting, Scot Fisher 
the education offered.'' - Darryl McPherson, gave notice to the Board that at this week· s 
Third-Year Class Director meeting he would make a motion to rescind 
•"I would hate to see an individual's Marc Hirschfield' s motion. Scot believes that 
access to the only public law school in New putting such a constraint on the scholarship 
York to be undermined solely becauseofthis before it is even officially fonned is undesir­
University's budget problems." - Sarah ab~e. Also, the ultimate decision-maker with 
Swartzmeyer, First-Year Class Director respectto who is awarded the scholarship will 
•"If this is a reaction to the budget most likely be Professor Kenyatta's widow, 
problems, then itdefeats the purpose. A reduc­ Mary, and Scot feels that it is unfairto put such 
tion in incoming students will be followed by limitations on her. 
areductioninstatefunds. Further, whenwe,as · Thedebateonthistopicwillbelongand 
a law school, do not presently have the use of heated- each Director will undoubtedly want 
alltheroomsinourownlawschool-including to make some sort ofstatement. But what is 
the Moot Courtroom- a one-third reduction in crucial to this issue iswhat we, the students of 
class siz.e will proportionately decrease use of this law school, think. If you are at all con­
the law school building. Less students, less cemedaboutthe formation ofascholarship in 
funds, less classrooms- bad idea.·' - Kevin Professor Kenyatta's memory, this meeting 
Collins, First-Year Class Director involves J'.Q.!!. The Class Directors want, and 
•"Size isn't everything."- Scott desperately need, outside input ifthey are to 
Rudnick, Second-Year Class Director resolve this issue in a fair and reasonable 
On a different note, this week' s SBA manner. What else can I say? Be there! 
...Marcuscorninuedfrompage 1 
a seAual object- a form of reductionism and 
invalidation. However, the feminist commu­
nity split on this issue because they could not 
agree on what exactly qualified as pornogra­
phy. SincethegoalofMacKinnon'sproposed 
ordinance was to linkharm to women and male 
behavior, an unclear definition made it diffi­
cult to show cause 
Thediscussionofpomographygrew into 
the second featured area, hate speech. Pornog­
raphy count as hate speech because the nega­
tive depictions ofwomen allegedly could not 
be done by someone who "loved" women, 
therefore, the reverse must hold true. The 
ACLU, with which Prof. Marcus disagrees 
though she is a self-confessed card-carrying 
member, believes hate speech should not be 
legislated, and instead bemet with more speech. 
However, during the Eighties, Critical 
Race Theory emerged to challenge that posi­
tion. Black scholars noted that there was a 
presumption that all speakers in society spoke 
from an equalbasis. Those in powerhad greater 
access to media, and the abiltiy to shape and 
decide the message. A society that did not take 
action against hate speech tacitly supported it, 
they felt. That forced the targeted person to 
fight backfromadisempoweredposition.which 
made them virtually helpless. 
Attempts to address these concerns 
through hate speech codes are problematic. 
Many times, other avenues within the Jaw 
exist to combat the extreme expressions of 
hate. Hate speech ordinances, unless very 
carefully drafted, could easily be seen as 
overbroad. When society tries to take into 
account the victim's perspective and pain, it 
risks violating the FirstAmendmentrightsof 
all its citizens. Prof. Marcus ended the main 
partofhercolloquybynotingtheconditionsin 
China, where penalties for speaking one· s 
mind results ina culture in which noone knows 
what anyone else is thin.king. The floor then 
openedup foraquestionandanswerperiod that 
covered issues regarding pornography, Title 
VII, and comparable worth. 
Out of that period came an interesting 
proposition forlaw students. In the past, Prof. 
Marcus wanted a student group to showlkhind 
the Green Door, an early porno movie, in order 
to spur discussion on pornography, and tn ex­
plore the various reactions that would accom­
pany the presentation. Women aremorecom­
fortable talking aboutthese matters than men, 
she found, probably due to women's greater 
likelihood to think about gender issues. The 
screening did not happen then, but Professor 
Marcus would like to see it happen now if 
student groups are willing. 
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Movie Review: Mississippi Massala 
Two Outsiders Find Each Other 
by Renee Walner 
Relationships between couples ofdi­
vergent racesorbackgroundshasbeenarecur­
ring cinematic theme throughout the years. 
West Side Story. Guess Who's Coming To Din­
ner, and the recent Jungle Fever are a few 
examples ofthis genre. Mississippi Masala, a 
winsome new film by the director Mira Nair, 
marks the latest entry and works the theme in 
arefreshing way. Whereas some films broach 
the topic by presenting characters that are 
merelystereotypesorcaricatures,Mississippi 
Masaia is quiet, subtle, and light. 
MississippiMasala depicts the relation­
ship betweenMina(Sarita Choudhury ),a young 
modern Indian woman who at24 years old lives 
with her traditional parents, and Demetrius 
(Denzel Washington), a dedicated, serious, 
young black man who declined to go to college 
in order to remain near his widower father. The 
film deftly captures the strong bonds each 
shares with theil: respective families. 
Mina and Demetrius are both consid­
ered outsiders in Mississippi. Mina, because 
she is Indian, and Demetrius, because he is 
black. ' The director and two leads deserve 
credit for subtle performances that do not make 
race seem to bean issue. Though the black and 
Indian characters who meet in the movie feel 
a certain affinity for each other, there is still an 
underlying feeling ofuneasiness. 
The beginning ofMississippiMasala is 
quite riveting, and sets a distinct vision that 
lasts the entire movie. The film begins by 
depicting the last days Mina and her parents' 
spend inU gandain l 972, where they live before 
they are expelled with the ascent ofldi Amin 
to power. Mina· s father, Jay (Roshan Seth), is 
a journalist and the third generation of his 
family to live inUganda. Thoughheisoflndian 
heritage,hehas never seen or visited India. Jay 
has achieved moderate success, and the family 
lives in hilltop splendor, surrounded by the 
dazzling beauty oftheregion. Jay is devastated 
whenAminorderstheexpulsionofallAsians. 
After being arrested, and feeling betrayed by a 
good friend, Jay begins to feel like an outsider. 
He and his family leave all their possessions 
behind to begin a new life in America. 
In 1990, Minaand her family are living 
in Greenwood, Mississippi where they run a 
motel with Indian relatives. Mina and her 
fatherarewistfuland long for something more. 
Mina's father yearns to be back in Uganda, and 
busieshimselfin a lawsuit against the govern­
ment in an attempt to retrieve his property. 
Minahas become a beautiful24 year old, and 
only achieves a certain contentment when she 
meets Demetrius. Mina and Demetrius first 
meet in a car accident, and in subsequent 
meetings develop an affinity for each other. 
However, achanceencounterwith a friend of 
Mina's family shatters their clandestine rela­
tionship. 
Denzel Washington as Demetrius, 
achieves an easy-going naturalness, and has 
never played a role with more warmth or 
tenderness. Sarita Choudhury, in her film 
debut, is quite good, and performs with distinct 
ease and nonchalance. Particularly good is 
Mina's father Jay, RolshanSeth, who captures 
adistinctyearningandmelancholy,oftcnseen 
in the eyes ofmany a person forced to leave 
their homeland. 
RexImprimatur 
by John B. Licata, Editor in Chief 
I received yet another Dear John rejec­
tion letter. They're all alike, with the regret 
that a person of my unique qualities will 
definitely succeed -- albeit somewhere else. I 
haveavaguesuspicionthatthepostofficehas 
set up dummy partnerships to generate an 
endless supply offirst class mail that is really 
going nowhere. In a true sense ofgovernment 
waste, the firms usually send a rejection on 
stationary that costs more than twenty-nine 
cents persheet ofpaper. Themad scramble for 
employment has yet to pay offin an offer, but 
at least my fireplace has no want of fuel. Of 
course, withtheamountofmoney I'vespenton 
paper, stamps, envelopes, telephone bills,copy­
ing service and a therapistl could have paid off 
the heating bill for my entire city block. I'll 
leave that to the Neighbor-4-Neighbor heat 
fimd. 
Iamoneofthousandsuponthousandsof 
students around the country presently looking 
for work and scared o ffinding it. The amount 
ofletters that have been carefully crafted and 
reviewed that are currently on their way to 
getting a ''not today, thank you'' is beyond 
comprehension. The junk mail, the bills that 
won't be paid until a red inked FINAL NO­
TICE is stamped on the frontofthe envelope 
and those shopping catalogs filled with nose­
hair removers, curio cabinets and shopping 
calculators have to place a terrible burden on 
our ecosystem. All that waste and my eco­
nomic condition still hasn't improved. 
But as I watched the crisp piece of 
stationary bum inmy fireplace, with the words 
"toxic-do not burn'' momentarily framed by 
greedy orangy flames, I realized that I would 
have to do some more research ifl was to have 
a chance ofgetting a pieceoftheadvocate pie 
in these tough economic times. Perhaps using 
a dartboard and a shredded copy ofthe 1985 
Martinl1ale-Hubl1eU1has•itsi'fta"WS"ras a.•1ob 
search method. Given the rate ofchange in law 
firms today it's not surprising thatmostofmy 
letters were addressed to the wrong people. 
Usingthewronggenderinagreetingcan'thelp 
either. I decided to flip th.rough the television 
stations, but the only attorneys on t.v. were 
looking for clients, not associates. For a few 
moments I gave thought to "falling" down the 
stairway but the landlord didn't strike me as an 
over-insured individual so I thought betterof 
that tactic. My low pain thresho Id was another 
factor. I probably would have blacked out just 
before falling and not been able to testify 
regarding the condition ofthe stairwell. 
It's times like these that convince me 
that the legal system should institute some­
thing similar to the National Football League 
draft system and the employers who actually 
havejobscoulddraftwould-beattomeysstraight 
out ofschool. The waste ofpaper would fall, 
and while the post-office rates would more 
thandoubledue to the drop in volume,Ameri­
can worker productivity would increase dra­
matically and medical claims by overladen 
postal carriers would cease. Students could go 
to regional try-outs for several weeks and 
scouts from the various firms could give them 
a look-over in various associate skills tests, 
including, but not limited to: laughing con­
vincingly at the senior, orany, partner's jokes, 
acting sincerely pleased to be doing research 
for your third year in a row, and repeating the 
first year associate mantra, ' Tm content notto 
know what a courtroom looks like.•' Court-TV 
couldcovertheeventinthemannerthatESPN 
covers NFL draft day and the students could 
hold out for bigger contracts, form a union, have 
the union get broken, and finally go into the 
lucrative endorsement field. Those students 
not drafted could arrive at training camp for try 
out positions with their blue suits and shiny 
shoes. A proliferation offreeagent "rainmak­
ers" has already occurred as the business 
generating partners are shopping their talents 
around to other firms. It's obvious that such a 
power shift in the students favor would make 
them happier workers and substantially more 
generous alumni. Ofcourse, theaverage career 
length would plummet as attorneys went into 
broadcasting for the many local affiliates of 
Court-TV. Law schools could be cited for 
recruiting violations for trying to get a gifted 
oralist into its Moot Court program while 
ignoring the applicants essential law school 
prerequisites: GPA, LSA T scores, and assets 
over lli).bilities ratio. 
,.,,, , tUnfuftim.fllcl)I, t~y,N,CA-Ar\"egwations 
and academic requirements would keep many 
ofthe professors scrambling for loopholes in­
stead ofdedicating their time to teaching. 
With these tough economic times find­
ing a job is going to take alot of ingenuity. 
Hiring a private detective for surveillance 
isn'toutofthequestion. A fewphotosofthe 
hiring partnerwith the wrong person in acom­
promisingpositioncould take monthsotToftbe 
job search. Consider that money invested as 
seed money for employment and hire thedete<;:­
tive before you take the MPRE. 
In the end it will inevitably tum on 
persistence, confidence and manying one of 
the boss' children. 
... Israel's Neighbors 
continuedfrompa~e 5 
The nature of the militaristic Arab· 
dictatorships and monarchies is further eluci­
date~ ~y th~ir so called support for the so called 
Palestinians who are occupying Judea and 
Samaria. The nations who claim that these 
poor Palestinians who are so oppressed living 
in Israel are the san1e nations who paradoxi­
cally ordered the murder 20,000 oftheir own 
people in Damascus, Syria, the gassing oftheir 
Kurdish minority with napalm is Baghdad, 
Iraq, the death penalty for any person who uses 
Mohammed'snameinvaininTehran,Iran,the 
international bounty for Salman Rushdie, the 
author of The Satanic Verses in the same 
country, and the sabotage of the Pan Am jet 
over Lockerbie Scotland, killing almost 300 
including over 40 Syracuse University stu­
dents in T ripo Ii, Libya. The Arab world cares 
not one iota for the Arabs livinginisraeland it's 
administered biblical territories. They simply 
poisonthesepeople'sminds,passionatelyen­
ticing them to believe that an' 'lntifadah'' will 
liberate historic Palestine and that their eleven 
year old children should throw large rocks at 
the eighteen and nineteen year old children 
who make up the majority oflsrael 's soldiers 
in the territories. 
Following the defeat of Iraq in the 
Persian Gulf war, the world was optimistic that 
peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors 
could finally be achieved. With Kuwait and 
Iraq in ruins, the environment and the water 
supply oftbeentireregion injeopardy, the hope 
wasthattbeArabworldwoulddoawaywiththe 
status quo and say enough is enough by collec­
tively recognizing and making peace with 
Israel. That utopian idea was what President 
Bushmeantbythe " new world order.'' No such 
actions were taken. 
The attacks on Israeli buses and villages 
continuetothisday. TheArab lobby in the UN 
is live and well, soaked in oil revenues, spew­
ing it Ant:i-Zionistrhetoric, whichofcourseis 
a political guise fortheirvirulent opposition to 
any Jewish element residing in the Mid-East. 
According to Saudi Arabian law, Jews are not 
even allowed on Saudi soil, an exception wa~ 
conveniently made for Jewishtrnops fighting 
King Fahd's enemy in the gulf. 
For those who still view Israel as the 
aggressor rather than the victim ofthe hatred 
and fanaticism of over twenty surrounding 
nations, ask yourself what would happen if 
Israel, a nation the size o fNew Jersey were to 
, giye !fPJhf,West 6a(Jk~the 9azil Strip the 
Golan Heights and East Jerusalem and become 
a nation smaller than Rhode Island defunct of 
secure borders. Ifyou still are not sure ask any 
Jew ofArab origin or AviaElizade's father. 
$100 REWARD 
Someone has taken the 
UB Law Banner over the 
weekend, and we need it 
back! Contact Ilene 
Fleischman in the Office 
ofAlumni Affairs, 3 I 0 
O'Brian Hall, (636-2107). i---------------------'-----
ofthe Review depends on all oftheseabilities 
being present in all ofits members. 
I am not so sure, as are Mr. Bildner 
and Mr. Hirschfield, that having competitors 
write on different cases is unfair. Although I 
didnotread l 50someoddcasenotes, I did read 
some when they were handed in, and there were 
salient differ_ences which were completely 
unrelated to the particular case. A quick look 
at last year's highest casenote scores shows all 
ten cases to be fairly evenly distributed among 
the highest scores. I an1 not a statistics expert, 
but it seems to me that even if there were a 
correlation between high casenote scores and 
particular cases, th is correlation is not neces­
sarily a result ofthe case itselt: but could also 
be caused by the range ofabilitics among the 
competitors who are randomly assigned the 
same case. Certainly no process is perfect, and 
I do feel that the Law Review, because of its 
importance for people 'scareers, hasarespon­
sibility to ensure that its selection process is 
fair. However, since so much importance is 
given to Law Review membership (as Mr. 
Bil<lnerand Mr. Hirschlidd thcmsclvesnotc), 
... Letters 
continued from page 4 
I believe that no matter what we do, no matter 
what our competition requires, there will al­
ways be dissatisfaction with our selection 
procedures. Itissomewhatakin to the faults we 
suddenly see in a professor, or in an exam, after 
we learn we have gotten a "Q." 
Lastly, there exist a number ofrea­
sons we do not post competition scores. The 
overall competition scores include grades, 
which are and should remain confidential, so 
the overall scores cannot be released. Ifwe 
were to release only the casenote score, I'm 
afraid it would be all too easy for anyone to 
speculate as to people's grades and as to who 
was offered a position through the personal 
statement procedure. Because the whole pro­
cess is anonymous, only the Editor-in-Chief 
and the Head Note and Comment Editor are 
privy to a competitor's identity and his or her 
casenote and overall competition score aft.er 
the selections have been made. To make that 
infom1ation public would unnecessarily inter­
ject a hierarchy among the membership (which 
I realize is not a concern for Mr. Hirsch field and 
Mr. Bildner but which is a concern for the 
cohesive functioning ofthe Law Review). As 
to the problem ofwhether one should use their 
casenote asa writing sample, ifthe function of 
a writing sample is to show someone your 
writing skills, Ido not understand the relevancy 
ofknowing the casenote score. You can edit 
and re-edit yourcasenote, ask others to read it, 





Buffalo Law Review 
Member, Margarct'sCnnunitteeon Fairness 
1 According to§ I 9(b)(5) ofthe Constitu­
tion, the Law Review'sgnal is tohavethememb.:r­
ship ofLaw Reviewrellect the compositionnrthc 
overall law school dass. However, 1fthe propor­
tion ofradal minorities, eclinornically dis.1dvan­
taged or otherwise handicapped students in the 
appltcant pool is kss than that oftheoverall class, 
our goal becomes having our membership r.:llect 
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...Jefferies agree. Yet, if it is so that people can hear his 
message, learn and benefit from it, and have 
comi,utedfrompage5 Race, Poverty and Death
beneficial debate on it, then I fully stand behind 
another newspaper that seats were allocated 
according to certain established numbers and 
in this newspaper that the audience was 80% 
African-American. I wasoneofthe many who 
stood in the cold foroverthirty minutes and was 
not allowed to hear Jefferies talk. Ifone ofthe 
reasons for bringing Jefferies to campus was to 
spread his message and have peopklearn from 
him, should not all students be allowed equal 
access to hear him, especially if every stu­
dents' fees are being used to bring him here. 
Individually, many students voiced their 
feelings about Jeffries and his coming to speak 
at UB. No other student was as demonstrative 
in expressing hisviews as Mr.Jim Maisano, 3 L 
ofthe SCC, who did a great deal ofresearch and 
put together a fact sheet on Jefferies which all 
law students received in their mailboxes. Mr. 
Maisano believes that Dr. Jefferies is a very 
strange man. Mr. Maisano isoftheopinionthat 
Dr. Jefferiesisnotascholar,although, in Mr. 
Maisano 's view, he alleges to be. Mr.Maisano 
called Dr. Jefferiesacharlaton in that he plays 
/. 
gan1es with history to argue his points. He 
believes Dr. Jefferies to be a dangerous man 
who divides, not matches, Dr. Martin Luther 
King ' s views. Mr. Maisano supported Dr. 
Jeffries right to come and speak at UB. He 
believes in open access and the use ofmanda­
tory student activities fees to bring controver­
sial speakers to campus. Hebelieveseveryone . 
should see Dr. Jefferies for what he is, which is, 
inMr. Maisano 'sopinion,amanofbigotry and 
hatred. 
A large protest to Dr. Jefferies coming to 
speak at UB was a strong possibility. Indeed, 
many wondered if this would be the primary 
outcome of I is bein·g here. The anticipated 
protests never materialized and the crowd 
outside, with which I stood forthiry minutes 
beforethespeech \,\ henwecouldnotgetin, was 
very polite. Thiswa· 1ple.asantsceneformany 
and I was glad to observe it, yet it caught Mr. 
Norbert Higgins, 3L of the Federalsists, by 
surprise. Mr. Higgins had no problem with Dr. 
Jefferies appearance. He also agreed with 
studenfgroups'\15eo 11.idetit'icti lit! feesto 
pay for his speech. Yet,Mr.Higgins expected' 
more controversy, even possible rioting. This, 
fortunately, never materialized. 
Ofallthestudentslspoketo,DanHarris, 
1L, had the most interesting reaction to Dr. 
Jefferies speaking at UB. Mr. Harris stated that 
before Dr. Jefferies came to speak, he was 
againsthis coming. Hethoughttherewould be 
riots because o fthecontroversy between Jew­
ishand Black students. He thoughtDr. Jefferies 
would incite trouble. He even was concerned 
over a possible protest from the Jewish De­
fense League. 
Yet, Mr. Harris changed his opinion 
after Dr. Jefferies spoke. While he believed 
that the speech still had somewhat ofa anti­
Semitic undertone, he felt that Dr. Jefferies has 
agrossly exaggerated reputation. He believe_d 
that he was hasty in judging Dr. Jefferies. 
From the speech, Mr. Harris noted the 
idea that Jews and Blacks have similar en­
emies and that they should work together 
against such hate groups as the Nazis and the 
KKK. However, be wised that ifan individual 
Jewish person did something wrong that Dr. 
Jefferies refer to the individual, and not speak 
ofasingleoccurrence as applying to all Jewish 
people. 
Mr. Harris believes that student groups 
have a duty to br:iIJ,g in speakers to encourage 
peace. He reift£e~ that there are problems 
today between Black and Jewish people. How­
ever, he would like to learn how we can all work 
toget11erandmake Martin Luther King's dream 
come true 
I, myself, as a student strongly supported 
Dr. Jefferies' right to come speak at UB. I 
further support the use, by a student group, of 
student activitieg fees to bring in, what many 
people believe to be a controversial speaker. 
However, my oniy concern is thatofthe reason 
for bringing in the highly contrnversialspeakcr:. 
If the reason for doing so is just to cause 
controversy and create publicity, then I dis-
and applaud all efforts to bring the speaker on 
campus. As to Dr. Jefferies actual message and 
writings, I offer no comment at this time. I 
knew very littleofhirnbeforehespokebere. In 
theinterimbetweenhisspeechandnow,Ihave 
read some articles on him and one of his 
speeches verbatim. Yet, I do not believe in 
speaking or commenting on that which I am 
not, at least, fundamentally familiar with. I 
shall not make a judgment on Dr. Jefferies 
based on rumors or conjecture alone. I shall 
close by offering this idea. Dr. Jefferies has 
every right to raise the issues which he claims 
he wishes to raise. Yet, these issues should not 
be used to incite or divide people. Rather, they 
should be used inorderthatpeoplecan learn of 
their existence, debate on the problems, and 
learn how we can work and live together, as a 
whole, to solve the problems. We need to 
remember the dream Martin Luther King had. 
A dream to make the world a better place for 
peopletolivein. Tbereisonlyonewaywecan 
makethisdreamareality-ifeveryone,Jewish 
people, Black people, and White people, work 
together as a whole, recognizing our differ­
ences and making them our strengths. 
...Mugel 
contiruted from page 3 
bank, which was also the seller o fthe property, 
inexchangeforacancellationofthemortgage. 
The taxpayer then repurchased the property for 
fair market value from the bank. The fair 
market value repurchase price was less than 
the original mortgage value. The first issue 
facing the court is whether the difference 
between the fair market value repurchase price 
and the original mortgage qualifies as debt 
discharge income or a purchase price 
adjustment. The second issue is whether the 
tax.payer can claim a depreciation deduction 
when the fair market value ofthe depreciated 
property falls before the outstanding recourse 
mortgage. 
U.B. LawSchoolisrepresentedbytwo 
team&. Mik.eJoyntandR.-0b Saideglia'eoH\prise 
onet.eatn,andMahindraMarabajandAnthony 
Fumerelle comprise the other. The competi­
tion culminates Saturday night at an awards 
banquet, where thew inners willbe feted and a 
splendid time will be had by all. 
So check out the schedule and come on 
down to the competition. It is sure to be 
infonnativeand fun, and you can cheer on our 




Preliminary Rounds -Thursday, 
March5th&Frida.y,March61hfrom6:00 
& 8:00 p.m. each day in the City Court 
Building, (Delaware & West Eagle). 
Semi-Final Round - Saturday, 
March 7th at 11 :00 a.m., Rooms I 06 & 
107 UB Law School, 0 'Brian Hall . 
Final Round - Saturday, March 
7that2:30p.m.,MootCourtRoominUB 
Law School. 0 'Brian Hall 
•..Jessup 
continued f rompage 3 
a Honorable Mention A ward for his oral pre­
sentation. 
Again the team was rather surprised at 
the judging. The 1st Place OralistAward went 
toastudent from Case Western whose perfor­
mance they felt although eloquent, lacked 
much substance. 
All the members ofthe team found the 
experience a wonderful opportunity for devel­
oping oratory and legal writing skills. The 
JessupMootCourtteamwiUspendmuchofthe 
remaining school year judging the Fasken 
Campbell Godfrey Moot Court Competition 
for first-year law students which takes place 
this Spring. 
by Gretchen Stork 
In one case in northern Georgia, with a 
white victim and a black defendant, there was 
evidence that four o fthe twelve jurors believed 
the Ku Klux Klan did good things . Three 
thought blacks were genetically predisposed to 
commit crimes. The judge and prosecutor 
called the defendant 
''colored boy .'' 
Worse, the defense 
attorney himself punishment is syn­
said blacks were onymouswithracial 
uneducated and did bigotry,'' Stevenson 
not make good said, explained how 
teachers, but good race was written di­
basketball players. rectly into the old 
''The I Ith crinlinal codes in the 
Circuitjustaffinned Southernstates. The 
this sentence, and in system made it a 
six months this man capital crime for a 
will have an execu­ black man to rape a 
tion date,'' said white woman, but 
Bryan Stevenson. there was no law at 
Thehorrorthatisthe all against the rape 
death penalty in this ofablackwomanby 
country became real a white man. ''The 
Thursday evening as double standards in 
Stevenson, Director the law are very 
Stevenson worked summers in capital litiga­
tion and had the experience oftalking to people 
on death row who had never spoken to a lawyer 
in their years on the row. He was struck then 





of the Alabama 
Capital Representa-
tion Resource Center, spoke to shocked law 
students onrace, poverty, and the death penalty. 
He told of one 16 year old mentally 




she and the man were sentenced to death. But 
she had no prior record, and, not knowing the 
system, went to trial and was sentenced to the 
electric chair. Her criminal partner had a 
record and knew the system well enough to 
plead guilty. He testified against her and got a 
life sentence. 
She met her lawyer twice before the 
trial. which lasted less than 15 hours. The 
:1ltt~~Y.Jluf.'ffll,.ll0mitj~ge.vidende, abso­
lutely necessary in such a case. Het appeals 
briefhad three case citations. 
Any one ofyouin this room would pro­
vide better representation simply because you 
care," Stevenson said. He isagentleandsoft­
spoken man who addressed the subject with 
barely contained indignation. From Harvard 
Law School. ' 'that led me back into the deep 
South, whereithas beenaninterestingandnot 
always happy experience to stand with death 
row prisoners, the most despised people.'' 
None of the obstacles facing criminal 
defendants are as intense as those caused by 
racial bias, he continued. During law school, 
much the profile of 
the death penalty in 
this country, and of course, the extra-legal 
lynchings which arepartofourracial history," 
be said. ''And there really hasn't been the 
change people would expect. We elimina~d 
the Codes, but the thinking behind the Codes 
continues." 
Between 1930 and 1972, when the Su­
preme Courtfound the death penalty as admin­
istered to be unconstitutional, 88 percent of 
those executed for rape were black men, and 
lOOpercentofthevictimswerewhitewomen, 
although the incidenc~ ofrape against black 
women was at least twice as high as against 
whites. 
Stevenson pointed to three cases as be­
ing seminal in understanding the death penalty 
ihthiscountry. ThefirstwasFunnanv.Geor­
gia, in 1972, where the Supreme Court said the 
death penalty was employed in a discrimina­
tory arbitrarymanner, thoughitdidnotoverrule 
it on racial grounds. The state legislatures 
came back with procedural ''safeguards' ' de­
signed to get around Furman. 
In Gregg v Georgia, the Court approved 
Georgia's scheme ofcapital punishment, say­
ing without evidence to prove the "guided 
discretion· 'statuesdjscriminatory, with would 
notpreswnetherewasacorrelationwithracial 
disparities. 
At this point, "folks like me started 
•• .no:hcmt:.irua::iaue~ 
Dark Marbles Shine in Rolling Performance 
byKevinP. Collins, Staff Writer 
Imagine, ifyou will,asinglenote,emit­
ting from a guitar, stretching out across the 
stageovertheheadsoftheaudienceandlinger­
ing at the too of the audience, taunting and 
tantalizing your ears, suddenly reaching inside 
of you and drawing your attention quickly 
across the audience, up on to the stage and back 
to the very same guitar from whence it came. 
I did not have to imagine, for my atten­
tion was drawn to the guitar o fYod Crewsy of 
the "Dark Marbles." The band performed a 
live,midnightshowonSaturday,February22, 
at the Cabaret, located at255 Franklin Street 
in downtown Buffalo. The performance lasted 
overanpouruntil I : 15 a.m. Sundaymorning.A 
number o flaw students, especially first years 
from Section 3, turned out to hear Y odand the 
Dark Marbles. 
You may recall the Dark Marbles from 
my last article on them in the November 25. 
1991 issueofTheOpinion.Atthattime, Yod 
was reported wandering the halls in search of 
hisCiv.Pro. class. Now, he is doing extensive 
research on the ski slopes. In any event, when 
we last heard from the Dark Marbles, their bass 
playerhad left town with high hopes and a one-
way ticket to the West Coast. Not to fear, 
though, for Yod found a replacement from 
Section l ofthe first year class, Captain Kirk, 
who playedagreatbassand sang two kjcking 
leads. The band also had anew edition, expand­
ing from a three-piece to a foursome. That 
addition was on the keyboards, Kirk's wife, 
Dizzy Miss Lizzie. She gave the band a sharper, 
yet fuller sound in a good performance . 
TheDarkMarblesplayedoveranhour's 
worthofsolid, rocking music. Kierk opened the 
set on lead vocals and created the mood for the 
restofthe night with a riveting performance of 
''Strychnine." Then Yod came to life. Cheered 
on by a chorus of his loyal followers, Yod 
performed his magic on guitar. His best nwnber 
can1ewhen he switched from his Rickenbacker 
guitar to a 12-string Vox on his original song, 
"Open-EndedLeftHandedWorld" Thedrunl­
mer, Dark Dave,cameoutandplayedwith the 
whole bandonagreatrendition of"3, 6, 9'' the 
oldABCSchoolHousesong.Itwasagreatway 
to close the set as Paurs guitar and Dave· s 
drums played great together and could well 
have played all night long. Stay tuned forwhere 
the Dark Marbles may roll in concert next near 
you. 
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LAWREVUE 
Showcase your t11lenl1I 
Canyou sing, danre,act, do stand-up 
comedy, play a musical instrument, im­
personate a professor, or juggle while ina 
handstmd? 
Law Revue is that rare opportunity 
for you to impress your future colleagues 
with any talent, skill, or lack thereof in a 
social,non-legal(nottobeconfusedwith 
illegal) abnosphere. 
Start working on your skits, acts, or 
otherperfonnancesnow!! ! ! ! Don 'twaste 
yourspring break! 
Law Revue will be held in late April 
at a place to be later determined - spon­
sored by the SBA. 
DON'T MISS IT! 
SILENT PLEDGE WEEK FOR BPILP 
The Buffalo Public Interest Law Program (BPILP) is holding a silent pledge week during March2-6. This is being offered to those 
students who wish to pledgeordonate before the BPILPbegins its annual drive in front ofthe Charles B. Sears Law Library without the hassle 
P~A.D.NEWS 
INITIATIONCEREMONY The initiation ceremony for new members took place on Thursday, February 27th. Coming on board 
were Bridget Cullen, Vincent Ferrero, James Lynch, Daniel Harris, and Gary Simpson. An alumni initiation was held for Peter 0lig, who 
by now is in Hong Kong. Attendingtheceremonyweretwoalumn~ EricDoherty and Ron Winter,aswellastwoguests fromMexico,attomeys 
Roberto Fernandez and Jose Reyes-Ferriz. Another initiation is scheduled for March, so stand by for further details. 
FARLYWARNING AnexpeditiontoLockporttoseeP.A.D.alumniandNiagaraCountyProsecutorRonWinterinactionisbeing 
worked on for April 26. This marks the beginning ofa murder trial; it is hoped that we will be getting an inside look at things, courtesy of 
Ron. Details as this progresses. 
B1-WEEKLYMEEfING Thursdaythe5that6:00p.m.attheMarriottHappyHour.ofhavingagaggleoflawstudentsaround 
to observe your charity. Any student wishing to donate will still be.eligible for the various incentive gifts provided by the BPILP. 
Ifinterested contact K. Jill Barr or Michael Freedman in 413 0'Brian Hall 
Hugel MootC~urtTax Competition 
The 19thAnnuaIAlbertR. MugelMootCourtTax Competition isdueto begin Thursday, March 5th. Spectators are welcome to attend 
the final round in the Moot Court Room on March 7at2:30 pm. 
The competition this year will include 1 7 teams from schools in the Mid-Atlantic region. UB is being represented by two teams, one 
comprisedofMikeJoyntand Rob Sardegna,and theotherofMahindraMarahaj and Anthony Fumerelle . 
...Death 
conti11ued from previouspage 
, evaluating and collecting evidence," said 
Stevenson. A University of Iowa study in 
Georgia found the new statutes resulted in 
grave disparities, with blacks eleven times 
more likely to get the death penalty in Georgia 
in a case involving a white victim. Compara­
tively, St.;vensonsaid, the smoking warning on 
packages ofcigarettes is rooted in the statistic 
thatpeoplewhosmokeapackadayhavea2.2 
higher chance ofdeveloping lung cancer than 
non-smokers,soelevenpercentis "verypow­
erful." 
The evidence of racial disparity was 
. presented formally to the Court in McKleslcey 
y. Kemp in 1987. The Court however,.was 
differeotin 1987thanitwasin 1972. Andwhile 
it acknowledged the evidence was valid, it 
found the racial bias claim insufficient Worse, 
Justice Powell wrote that if race was recog­
nized in this context it was only a matter of 
time before racial bias was brought up as an 
issue in the context ofother criminal prosecu­
tions. Justice Brennan characterized this sen­
timent as " the fear oftoo much justice." 
Worse, in Bryan Stevenson's mind, is 
that the Court stated that a certain amount of 
discrimination based on race is inevitable. 
''Thatwas devastating for me and very 
painful. I had thoughtaboutanti-discrimina­
tion law and where I come from,'' he said. 
"Where I grew up (in southern Delaware) 
blackscouldn'tgotothepublicschool. Ifyou 
wanted to go to high school, you had to pay to 
go to the black school 90 miles away. It took 
lawyers to come in and enforce Brown.'• 
The Court in 1954, he said, could have 
said in regard to education what the Court in 
1987said about the death penalty. "Th1..-ycould 
havesaid unequal isinevitable. Butthey said, 
no, it•s unconstitutional, and that made it not 
inevitable, and that gave me hope.'' 
Nowhere else is racial bias so rcunpant 
and tolerated as the criminal justice system, 
Stevenson continued. "It's because we have 
this notion that when we talk about criminal 
defendants, and especially death row inmates, 
it doesn't matter.' 
, "1,. Rc.fi>Jdofa:itldg.ewho, impatientatthe 
end ofthe guilt phase ofa trial and spying the 
parents of the defendant in the back of the 
courtroom, said 'There goes they nigger mom 
andniggerdad. Let'sgetthemupberenowand 
save the state money from calling them.' 
The appeals cow:t in the case put the 
issue, and remarks, into a footnote. ··wewant 
to admonish state court judges in Florida to 
avoid tbeappearanceofimpropriety' ', read the 
footnote. 
"Asportscasterornewsc~1erwouldbe 
fired forremarks like that," Stevenson noted 
unbelievingly. "But because our judges are 
doling out justice to poor people and African­
Americans, it's tolerated." And the bias is 
devastating to communitiesalso, he said. In 
jury selection in the south, most prosecutors 
strike all the black jurors right away. •'There 
are counties where no blacks have ever served 
on a jury in Alabama,'' he said. As for the 
Boston rule, which said using reremptory 
strikes against blacks without a nondiscrimi­
natory reason, Stevenson said the case has 
merely "added humor to jury selection." 
In one recent case, the prosecutor struck 
nine often black people in the jury pool. The 
non-discriminatory reason? Because shewore 
glasses, he dido't think she would be able to 
concentrate. Another juror was struck be­
causehe hadbeen discharged from thearmy in 
an odd rather thaneven numbered year. Still 
another said he was a Mason and was let go 
because the prosecutor didn't trust members 
of Masonic lodges. Told the juror was a 
bricklayer,theJudgestillhadnoproblemwith 
the prosecutor' sreasoning. And in yet another 
case, the prosecution divided the jury pool of 
one hundred into 25 strong, 25 medium, 25 
weak, 25 black. ''When we presented the 
Je.viff,.cm<Jc. tJ!,~l>~lti diiJq)qbj~l-110 OP~ Jwla 
sense itwasathreatto their ability todispeose 
justice, and that's led to the place where we 
are now, a bad state,'' said Stevenson. 
''Wehavedevelopedtheideait'sOKto 
discriminate against people who arehatedand 
rejected. As attorneys, it's time to challenge 
that idea,'' he said. ''MartinLuther King said 
racism anywhere is racism everywhere.'' 
Blackpeoplehavemadeup 75 percentofthose 
executed in the last four years and 66 percent 
ofcrimevictims, but only 13 percent ofvic­
tims in death cases. 
"It will take a vision ofjustice to deal 
withtheseproblems. Ifwe'regoingtogetout 
ofthis, we need people with not only ideas in 
their minds but vision in their hearts·', he 
continued with understated passion. "It'snot 
somethingyoushoulddo,butsomethingyou 
havetodo.'' 
Anyone going into thisworkcanmalce 
a great difference, Stevenson said. ·'It's as­
tounding. I remember dealing with a kid on 
death row and thinking, Idon 'tknow how I got 
here, but I feel I can make a difference.'' 
He also addressed the policies of the 
U.S. in relation to the rest ofthe world, most 
ofwhich eliminated the death penalty by the 
mid-70s. 
•'There are five countries in the world 
which allow juveniles to be executed,·· he 
said Heremembereda 15-year-oldclient, put 
ondeathrowthmugha felony murder convic­
tion. "Iwanted to say, ifyou'd just been born 
in Iran, or Libya, or South Africa, or Russia, 
you' dbeprotected, but not inAlabanta. It's the 
same with the mentally retarded. Soour death 
penalty populations are dominated by these­
verely mentally handicapped.'' 
"'"" ,,A.11~,s1exc;W9n~w.k~pf~~t cs~~ 
mitment needed to battle the injustice of the 
system. ''Ithink there are timeswhenyou have 
to have something besides a job titletodo work 
thatneedstobedone. Youneedvision." He 
described spending the final 15 minutesotlife 
with one client, holding his hand while the 
state shaved him. •'It was so surreal. It took 
some vision ofsomething better, and itcan get 
you through and allow you to change things 
other people say can't be~hanged. You have 
to believe in things you never see, with regard 
to poor people, medical care, or anything to 
make a more just society.·' 
Asked what he says to his clients, 
stevenson stressed the value ofeach human 
being, which is what he needs to understmd in 
ordertoconveytothejuryhowtheclientcame 
to be in the situation he now found himself. " 
I keep waiting to meet a client whose life has 
novalue." 
NEXT DEADLINE 
FOR THE OPINION 
Friday, March 20, 1992 
' LAWSTUDENTSINVITEDTOPARTYWITHALUMNI 
UB Law Alumni Association invites all current law students to attend a cocktail party with the Graduates ofthe Last Decade 
(TheGOLD Group) on nunday,Marcb 26from 5 p.m. to8 p.m., atGarcia's Irish Pub, 74 Pearl Street, in Downtown Buffalo. 
Pizza, wings, and hors d' oeuvres will be served continuously, and a cash bar will be available. Cost ls $6 ln advance and 
$7 at the door. Ifinterested, RSVP by March 23 to the UB Law Alumni Office in 318 O'Brian Hall, Amherst Campus 14260 or 
call Ilene Fleischmann at 636-2107 for more information. 
Hosts ofthis soireeare theGOLD Group SteeringCommittee: CatherineT. W ettleaufer '85, Chair and WilliamC. Altrcuter 
'82,MaryC.Baumgarten '89,MichaelJ. Biehler'88, Richards. Binko '82,RobcrtL. Boreanaz'89,MarkE. Brand '88, Margaret 
R. Burke '86, ElenaCacavas '8S,Joan E. Casilio '87,LynnA. Clarke '83,George W.CollinsJr. '84, DouglasW. Dimtroff'89, 
Paula M. Eade '90, John P. Feroleto '82, Richard A. Galbo '84, Andrew C. Hilton, III '84, Edward J. Jozwiak III '88, Kathleen 
M. Kaczor '89, Richard P. Krieger '90, Edward J. Markarian '85, Hugh M. Russ, 111 '87, Susan W. Schoepperle '88, and Kevin 
















SPRING SEMESTER DISCOUNTS 
~1992 AND 1993 GRADUATES 
Registration fee of $75 = Discounted tuition of $1195 
~1994 GRADUATES 
Registration fee of $75 = Discounted tuition of $1095 
•••DISCOUNT DEADLINE TO BE ANNOUNCED••• 
NOTE: Full tuition for the New York course Is $1325 
MULTISTATE PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY EXAM (MPRE) 
~EXAM DATE: Friday, March 13th 
~APPLICATION POSTMARK DEADLINE: Friday, February 14th 
iE"B~RI MPRE LECTURE 
NEW YORK CITY (LIVE PRESENTATION) 
DATE: Sunday, March 1st 
PLACE: Ramada Hotel at Madison Square Garden 
TIME: 11AM to 3PM · 
OUTSIDE NEW YORK CITY (VIDEOTAPE PRESENTATION) 
DATE, PLACE AND TIME TO BE ANNOUNCED 
TIJITION: Free for BAR/BRI enrollees. 
($75 payment required - FULLY CREDITED towards your bar review tuition) 
NEW YORK 
PRACTICE & PROCEDURE 
MINI-REVIEW 
~NEW YORK CITY (LIVE PRESENTATION) 
DATE: Saturday, March 7th 
PLACE: Ramada Hotel at Madison Square Garden 
TIME: 10AM to 4PM 
~OUTSIDE NEW YORK CITY (VIDEOTAPE PRESENTATION) 
DATE, PLACE AND TIME TO BE ANNOUNCED 
TIJITION: Free for BAR/BRI enrollees. 
($75 payment required - FULLY CREDITED towards your bar review tuition) 
For more information, stop by the BAR/BR/ table at your law school 
.. or call the BAR/BR/ office at (800)472-8899 . 
